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Philippines Regime Change
Appears To Be Imminent
“President” Arroyo has admitted that it was her
voice on the National Bureau of Investigation’s
wire-tapped conversations with Mr. Garcillano, the
head of the Commission on Elections. But she
says she merely acted to “protect” “her” votes and
did “nothing illegal”.
Also since our last issue went to press, GMA
dispatched her husband, Jose Miguel Arroyo, to the
United States where he (and his involvement in the
jueteng scandal) can rest out of the spotlight.
In an effort to defuse the situation, Arroyo
backed off on her commitment to implement a new
Value Added Tax, which just might have been the
proverbial straw which breaks the camel’s back.
This week Mrs. Arroyo was denounced by
numerous members of her resigning cabinet. A
congress of bishops stopped short, however, of
calling for her resignation.
Against this backdrop, we present the
following insightful articles with permission from
The Daily Tribune.
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[QUOTING:]
WHY ARROYO SHOULD GO NOW
By Alejandro Lichauco, The Daily Tribune, 7/1/05
President Arroyo is doing everything to hold on.
But nothing will work anymore. She has lost the
office, she must now try to save her honor. She must
go now. Prolonged inaction can only be injurious to
all.
On Monday (June 27), she said “sorry” to the
nation in what her propagandists called an
“unprecedented act of public contrition”. But she said
sorry for the wrong thing, showed no real sorrow for
her sin and therefore failed to win forgiveness from
the people.
On Wednesday (June 29), she said she was
sending her husband, Jose Miguel Arroyo, away “on
exile”. This has not worked either. Many saw it as
a move to run away with the money, and to evade
prosecution for various crimes. Big Mike will not be
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chained to a rock called Alcatraz, but will be living in
a posh district in San Francisco, in style.
Mrs. Arroyo had wanted her son, Rep. Juan
Miguel “Mikey” Arroyo, and brother-in-law, Rep.
Ignacio “Iggy” Arroyo to resign. She is also poised to
announce a Cabinet revamp. She was told
congressmen cannot resign; knowing not whom to
resign from. So Congress will be stuck with Mikey
and Iggy, alias Jose Pidal. But the Cabinet revamp is
a sure thing, unless it is overtaken by events, or there
are no more takers.
None of these will save her. It is her head, not
anybody else’s, the people want.
Mrs. Arroyo’s first mistake was committing the
crime. Her second mistake was getting caught. Then
her cover-up failed. After her “mock confession” on
the “Hello, Garci” tape, she could do nothing right
anymore. She lied while assuring the nation she had
finally decided to tell the truth, and that was worse than
the original lie.
She said because the 2004 canvassing was
unnecessarily slow, she had to call many people,
(Continued on page 2)
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including an unnamed Commission on Elections official
(Virgilio Garcillano), to “protect” her votes. It was a
“lapse of judgment”, she said, and she was “sorry” for
it. She said she was taking “full responsibility for her
actions”, but offered no remorse for her offense.
The confession was built on a lie. It was no
confession at all. Every part of it insulted the
intelligence. She said sorry for talking to Garcillano,
but avoided saying what they had talked about. She
asked forgiveness for her “lapse of judgment” but not
for her lapse in morals. She violated the sixth
commandment—Thou shalt not steal, but said sorry for
mere improper behavior.
Stealing the highest office was her basic crime.
But it included many other crimes—kidnapping, bribery,
corruption, misuse of government funds and personnel,
etc. There is no way saying “sorry” for the wrong
thing could cure it at all.
As sitting President, Mrs. Arroyo did not need to
“protect” her votes from the opposition. With her welloiled party machine to do the job, she did not need
Garcillano at all. She needed Garcillano to fabricate
votes for her.
Nor did she “call” Garcillano in just one or two
instances. [The] calls were habitual and routine. She
put to him every problem she met on the road. They
worked together as a team to win the post-elections
after losing the elections.
Stealing the highest office is a grievous mortal sin.
For a Catholic, this sin can be forgiven only if
confessed, and the penitent does penance, and gives
up what she had stolen. Otherwise, she commits
sacrilege, a more grievous sin, every time she
unworthily receives communion.
It is also a justiciable crime. The law specifies
the penalties for this crime. But one who cheats her
way to the presidency renders herself absolutely unfit
for the office from the very beginning and needs no
court judgment to incur the moral penalty for the
crime. In Canon Law, this is called latae sententiae
[“the sentence already given”, i.e. automatic
excommunication]; it is a standard we could apply.
One who has merely stolen the presidency must know
she is holding on illegally to something that is not hers.
Soon or late, she must give up the fruit of her crime.
“I take full responsibility for my actions,” Mrs.
Arroyo said. But she showed no understanding of
what these words meant. “Taking full responsibility”
simply means “accepting the full consequences” of
one’s acts. In Japan, it would mean harakiri; in other
climes, it should mean resignation at the very least.
For Mrs. Arroyo, however, it simply meant staying
on, and branding those who disapprove as “followers
of Satan”. Not only has she dishonored the
presidency; she has also damaged it beyond question.
The only moral and honorable thing for her to do is to
let go, and renounce what is not hers at all.
The nation must move on. But it can only do so
without Mrs. Arroyo illegally occupying the presidency.
The government must derive its authority and power
from the consent of the governed. Without a mandate,
Mrs. Arroyo is no more than a foreign occupation
force that has imposed itself on the country by the
force of arms. The people have the duty to eject her
forcibly, if she does not freely vacate the scene.
[END QUOTING]
In the next article, journalist Herman Tiu

Laurel examines the three main political factions in
the Philippines at this time, showing why it is only
the Erap Estrada-Susan Roces [Fernando Poe
Junior’s widow] faction which could represent the
people’s interests.
[QUOTING:]
A NEW FILIPINO ORDER
By Herman Tiu Laurel, The Daily Tribune, 7/11/05
Taking a step back to view the events from a
broader perspective, I saw the three major divisions in
our body polity, differentiated by their respective socioeconomic underpinnings. We will explain below the
socio-economic character of each faction as we see it,
but in terms of the personalities each grouping has
chosen: The Gloria faction, the Cory-Ramos faction
and the Estrada-Susan Roces movement. The nation
is on the brink of civil fragmentation and unless
resolved we may see it broken into these three parts.
The socio-economic basis of each faction
constitutes and reflects their respective real ideology.
Take note of the support behind each of the political
divisions: The Gloria faction is supported by the
[gangster]-regional warlords sub-factions such as
former Ilocos Sur Gov. Luis “Chavit” Singson,
Pampanga jueteng lord Bong Pineda, Bicol alleged
jueteng family, the Villafuertes, the Cebu mafia of the
Garcias, Mindanao warlords Duterte and Barbers (with
cult leader Ecleo), among others in the South.
Provincial and local officials dependent on Malacañang
fund releases have also fallen into line behind Gloria.
The Cory-Ramos faction is supported by the
foreign fund-dependent elite of society: The Makati
Business Club whose current mascot is SGV’s Cesar
Purisima, with U.S.-European funded non-government
organization gofers such as Dinky Soliman, Dan
Songco, the Ateneo-Jesuit led SocDems, the
conservative Catholic Church bishops (a great many of
whom are still controlled by American districts and of
course the Papal Nuncio has his say), International
Monetary Fund-World Bank allies Christian and Winnie
Monsod, etc. who, on signal dumped Gloria when the
IMF-WB required expanded value-added tax was
“TROed” by Gloria.
The Estrada-FPJ-Susan Roces group is the only
one we call a movement because it has genuine mass
following that is dominant in Luzon and Mindanao and
growing in the Visayas. It is authentic Filipino because
its socio-economic, cultural and political practice
reflects the national grassroot. Its leaders and
following reflect real economic activity (as against the
Gloria and Cory-Ramos factions described below).
Estrada, FPJ and Susan had or have independent
economic means; the masa scavengers, peasants or
overseas Filipino workers engage in real productive
work. Its language is Pilipino.
Gloria’s faction depends on “bureaucrat
capitalism”, i.e. government corruption, and/or criminal
activities such as jueteng and masiao [a local variant
of the jeuteng “numbers” racket], among other
underworld enterprises. The Cory-Ramos faction is
based on foreign exploitative businesses and speculative
(finance, real estate) interests revolving around Makati
Business Club members, while CODE-NGO groups are
dependent on USAid, AGILE, Konrad Adenauer
Foundation, etc. “Mucho-smelly”, U.S. chargé, need
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not intervene (except when F-14s are needed)
because Ramos is already at work representing
Carlyle (Cheney, Schultz, et al.).
For the Gloria and Cory-Ramos factions,
democratic political terms are tools for deception, as
Gloria puts it so well when she says she doesn’t care
about the popular sentiments. Their “democracy” is
plutocracy with elections manipulated by their
corrupted Commission on Elections and National
Citizens Movement for Free Elections, and “free
press” and media are controlled by the oligarchy.
These two factions do not invoke the ideal of
“nationalism” at all, because they are globalist agents
selling out the national interest to transnational business
predators. The 1999 Battle in Seattle and the recent
French rejection of the Euro Constitution shows the
renewed relevance of economic nationalism to protect
nations.
The country is at a critical juncture and, as the
Chinese saying goes, many risks present a myriad of
opportunities. We should focus on one opportunity: to
unite Filipinos against the Gloria and Cory-Ramos
factions of corruption, regional warlordism and foreign
exploitation. Only the Estrada-Susan Roces option
offers the promise of genuine grassroot-based national
unity and, eventually, a restoration of “development
economics” to replace the exploitation of the neocolonial economy perpetuated by both Gloria and CoryRamos factions.
The Estrada-Susan Roces political movement
has the best potential to become a powerful
nationalist option. Estrada is still the most
experienced leader-politician who has by sheer will
sustained the opposition the past four years against
the oppressive Gloria-Cory/Ramos faction coalition,
his hands-on knowledge will be vital for the
nation’s success. But Fernando Poe Jr.’s widow
Susan Roces opens up the possibility of expanding
what Estrada has sustained. Although Estrada has
gained up to +11 in the ABC class, Susan Roces
will fast-track the ABC class realignment and
national unity.
The U.S. will always prefer the Gloria and
Cory-Ramos factions because they are partners in
exploitation; but these factions are identified with
the increasing economic woes of the people and the
population has become increasingly hostile to them.
Eighteen years after Cory Aquino and Edsa I, and
four years after Edsa II, the Filipino feels poorer
than ever, look back to Marcos and Estrada with
nostalgia, and hate the Gloria and Cory-Ramos
factions more than ever. A strong nationalist
revival with Estrada and Susan Roces will force
the U.S. to accept fair terms for our development.
Those who love this country must awaken the
Filipino nation to the socio-political-economic crisis:
Our society is broken by two political factions, the
Gloria and Cory-Ramos factions. Only one option
can overwhelm the factionalism and unify the
country by its grassroot power for freedom,
progress and justice. It is the only one that shows
love for the people and true self-reliant creativity
and work—the Estrada-Susan Roces movement.
This option for a New Filipino Order will respond
to Maj. Aquino’s leaflet calling for a “new order”
for which he has been relieved.
[END QUOTING]
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Divine Inspiration And
The Tallano Foundation
The following article is a reprint from two years
ago and is being re-run at this time in response to a
request made by DJE in the “Something Old/New”
article in our last issue, in which there was no
available space to fit this piece at that time.
7/10/03—#1 (16-328)
Thu., July 10, 2003 8:16 A.M. YR 16, DAY 328
By Doris & E.J. Ekker
Manila, Philippines
RE: DIVINE INSPIRATION; HOT SPOTS IN
TALLANO ESTATE LAND TITLES; AND OTHER
MISCELLANY—DJE
DIVINE INSPIRATION:
INSTRUCTIONS OR HOGWASH?
Years ago as Little Crow Bryant sat to share in
some outrageous realizations and with great and wise
input he leaned forward at the table and directly looked
me in the eyes and said: “No matter what you think or
even know—you must stand responsible for what you do,
say, or present.” I have never for one minute forgotten
that teacher’s lesson.
I struggle with every “file name” because I do NOT
want such garbage heaped upon us as is being passed
around about such as George Bush or the Supreme
Court Justices in the Philippines. V.K. has also
reinforced the lessons mostly learned the hardest way
possible.
We must be ever mindful of the responsibility of the
paper, CONTACT, along with ability to share the ongoing
priorities of our individual missions as might be and the
coalition of a desired goal.
Our work is totally human as to mandatory backup,
documentation, right actions and performance in any
interchanges—especially involving more than self.
I am a writer, a journalist, no more or less. I
KNOW that I received “Divine” guidance as might be
called “Inspiration”. But I also know that I must always
sort that “inspiration” sufficiently well to STAND
RESPONSIBLE for that which ultimately is presented
through my fingers to this keyboard. It is not enough to
simply spew out that “God made me do it!” GOD
MAKES NO-ONE DO ANYTHING! AND, IF IT
BREAKS THE LAWS OF GOD AND/OR MAN THE
INSTRUCTIONS ARE “NOT” (SIMPLY PUT) OF
GOD—UNLESS THOSE BITS OF INPUT ARE TO
TEST OUR INDIVIDUAL PERCEPTIONS AND
ULTIMATE ACTIONS.
YOU CANNOT, FOR INSTANCE, USE “THOU
SHALL NOT KILL” AND IN THE NEXT BREATH
LAUNCH A WAR WHICH KILLS. THE TWO ARE
MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE TERMS. GOD IS
NEITHER AMBIGUOUS NOR SUPERFICIAL FOR
ONE’S BENEFIT AGAINST ANOTHER. GOD
ALLOWS.

I am expressing this, my own observation, because
as days pass and confusion is dumped all over us in and
from every arena, we must discern and make judgments
about activities and actions—especially of those in
powerful positions and who can send nations to war and
death. There is no need to judge “a man or woman”—
for it is only the human format ACTION or revealed
intent that must be considered. The action itself will
determine the individual involved.
In the Philippines we are living through the very
reality of being at a level involved enough to be actually
tossed about by the ongoing things of political, judicial and
legislative manipulations which impact us greatly. We are
visitors in this country and cannot participate—while it is
certainly obvious that some here would like us to solve
their own personal and individual problems as they
perceive them to be.
This also becomes difficult as a secretary for an
employer with whom all would like to make connection.
In this I have gone through the phases of thinking myself
the bearer of responsibilities as assumed by others upon
me. I accept responsibility for that which I can do and
have to allow that which I cannot change, go with my
own prayers for hearing.
We were told, and that has been reinforced
throughout the entire journey from first step to here, that
this would be a human/physical journey within the
guidance and guidelines of that which would allow for
change in GOODNESS.
In the Philippines today, the Supreme Court is trying
to shield itself from any inquiries or investigations and
even to hide from answering inquiries as to individual
behaviors, rulings, participations and/or actual breaking of
Constitutional and State LAWS. At this point they are
prevailing.
The justices involved come forth and claim that they
were DIVINELY TOLD to do that which they did—to
“Save Zion”, no less, and overthrew a duly elected (by
a massive landslide election victory) sitting President. Ah
indeed, on the basis of “God told me…”.
Now comes from THE MOSCOW TIMES, 6-30-03
a tale to, I’m quite confident, curl Divine hair.
[QUOTING:]
ERRAND BOY—GOD PERSONALLY
TOLD BUSH TO INVADE IRAQ
MOSCOW—So, now we know. After all the
mountains of commentary and speculation, all the earnest
debates over motives and goals, all the detailed analyses
of global strategy and political ideology, it all comes down
to this: George W. Bush waged war on Iraq because, in
his own words, GOD “INSTRUCTED ME TO
STRIKE AT SADDAM”.
This gospel was revealed, appropriately enough, in
the Holy Land this week, through an unusual partnership
between the fractious children of Abraham. The Israeli
newspaper Ha’aretz was given transcripts of a
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negotiating session between Palestinian Prime Minister
Mahmoud Abbas and faction leaders from Hamas and
other militant groups. Abbas who was trying to persuade
the groups to call a cease-fire in their uprising against
Israeli forces, described for them his recent summit with
Ariel Sharon and Bush.
During the tense talks at the summit, Bush sought to
underscore the kind of authority he could bring to efforts
at achieving peace in the Middle East. While thundering
that there could be “no deals with terror groups”, Bush
sought to assure the rattled Palestinians that he also had
the ability to wring concessions from Sharon. And what
was the source of this wonder-working power? It was
not, as you might think, the ungodly size of the U.S.
military or the gargantuan amount of money and arms the
United States pours into Israel year after year.
No, Bush said he derived his moral heft from the
Almighty Himself. What’s more, the Lord had proven
his devotion to the Crawford Crusader by crowning his
military efforts with success. In fact, he told Abbas, God
was holding the door open for Middle East peace right
now—but they would have to move fast, because soon
the Creator and Sustainer of the Universe would have to
give His attention to something far more important: the
election of His little sunbeam, Georgie, in 2004.
Here are Bush’s exact words, quoted by Ha’aretz:
“God told me to strike at al-Qaida and I struck
them, and then He instructed me to strike at
Saddam, which I did, and now I am determined to
solve the problem in the Middle East. If you help
me, I will act, and if not, the elections will come and
I will have to focus on them.”
You can’t put it plainer than that. The whole chaotic
rigmarole of Security Council votes and UN inspections
and congressional approval and Colin Powell’s whizbang
PowerPoint displays of “proof” and Bush’s own tearful
prayers for “peace”—it was all a sham, a meaningless
exercise.
No votes, no inspections, no proof or lack of proof—
in fact, no earthly reason whatsoever—could have
stopped Bush’s aggressive war on Iraq. It was God’s
unalterable will: The Lord of Hosts gave a direct order
for George W. Bush to “strike at Saddam”.
And strike he did, with an awesome fury that rained
death and destruction on the mustachioed whole of
Babylon, with a firestorm of Godly wrath that consumed
the enemy armies like so much chaff put to the flame—
and with an arsenal of cruise missiles, cluster bombs, dive
bombers and assault helicopters that killed up to 10,000
innocent civilians: blasted to pieces in their beds, shot
down in their fields and streets, crushed beneath the walls
of their own houses, boiled alive in factories, ditches and
cars, gutted, mutilated, beheaded, murdered, women,
children, elders, some praying, some wailing, some
cursing, some mute with fear as metal death ripped their
lives away and left rotting hulks behind. This was the
work of the Lord and His faithful servant, whom He
hath raised high up to have dominion over men.
And this is the mindset—or rather, the primitive feverdream—that is now directing the actions of the greatest
military power in the history of the world. There can be
no doubt that Bush believes literally in the divine
character of his mission. He honestly and sincerely
believes that whatever “decision” forms in his brain—out
of the flux and flow of his own emotional impulses and
biochemical reactions, the flattery and cajolements of his
sinister advisers, the random scraps of fact, myth and
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fabrication that dribble into his proudly undeveloped and
incurious consciousness—has been planted there, whole
and perfected, by God Almighty.
And that’s why Bush acts with such serenity and
ruthlessness. Nothing he does can be challenged on
moral grounds, however unethical or evil it might appear,
because all of his actions are directed by God. He can
twist the truth, oppress the poor, exalt the rich, despoil the
Earth, ignore the law—and murder children—without the
slightest compunction, the briefest moment of doubt or
self-reflection, because he believes, he truly believes, that
God squats in his brainpan and tells him what to do.
And just as God countenanced deception on the part
of Abraham, just as God forgave David for the murders
he ordered, just as God blessed the armies of Saul as
they obliterated the Amalekites, man, woman and child,
so will He overlook any crime committed by Bush and
his minions as they carry out His will. That’s why Bush
can always “do whatever it takes” to achieve his goals.
And by his own words to Abbas, we see that he places
his election in 2004 above all other concerns, even the
endless bloodshed in the Middle East.
So what new crimes will the Lord have to
countenance to keep His appointed servant in power?—
(Ref: Chris Floyd)
[END QUOTING]
There is more to add to the above topic as to ongoing
events, even to the very discounting by the Supreme
Court here in Manila to any response or addressing of the
issues in point. The missing MILLIONS of pesos is also
under fire with the same refusal to produce records, bank
statements, etc., on the same basis as “being THE law
of the land”. I do hope you realize that I do not JEST!
We are living witnesses to the most absurd usurpation of
POWER probably since the takeover of the U.S.A.
I will try to get to a bit of summary on those topics
but our attention has to be turned to new happenings in
the “land title” circumstances in the Philippines and the
media bash being put forth in selected media against the
“Tallano Estate” administrators.
I must clarify “administrators” vs. “heirs” because
we do NOT speak of the same thing although the
“court-appointed administrator” of the estate is also the
first heir. He, however, as administrator must meet the
orders of the court as to fiduciary duties and
responsibilities as would any other independent
“administrator”.
I further discuss that point because somehow the
word goes forth as to “Tallano claims to own...”. What
he claims may well be other than the court orders state
but that is not our, or anyone’s business—OUTSIDE
THE
FUNCTIONING
DUTY
OF
THE
“ADMINISTRATOR” AS TO CARRY THROUGH
ON COURT ORDERS!
When people inquire, as you do, as to just who,
what, how, etc., we interchange within that particular
“grouping” of heirs or administrators I can be a bit more
clear, perhaps, but you must recognize that their business
is theirs and our agreement is assist where we can do
so—NOT INTERFERE WITH THEIR INTERESTS.
We did our proper and thorough responsibility to
make sure DUE DILIGENCE was complete to the
extent of making an agreement of intent based on legal
authority. However, it must be noted that documentation
of the next “segment” of investigations and PROOF of
land titles and ownership regarding the immediate area
where we are located is in the finishing stages and not

yet ready for public release. It proves that all of this land
in this immediate area of Makati and indeed, even the
land upon which this very building stands is on falsely
“titled” land. This is the making of major indigestion,
readers, and we take no “sides”—just the facts as are
in the records, court records and land registration halls of
record.
Global’s participation is NOT to run anything but
rather to present facts to protect anything we might do
or offer and it only deals with recovery or claims
UNDER RES JUDICATA ORDERS OF VALID
COURTS.
Our particular and major interest, of course, is in the
gold held in the Central Bank vaults for which a “jointventure” is already put to contract with the parties to the
Foundation holding the assets of the “estate”. We are
not responsible nor invited to audit, investigate nor
manipulate any of the orders or property.
We have done the diligent investigations, compiled
the court records, recognized the judges in the matter and
PUBLISHED THE MATERIAL WITH OUR
AGREEMENTS AND INTENTIONS.
It is as with holdings of Global Alliance Investment
Association (GAIA): IT HAD TO BE PROVEN AND
RECOGNIZED AS BACKED BY VALID
INSTRUMENTS,
ASSIGNMENTS
AND
DOCUMENTATION.
By the way, for you who continue to assume
“Investment” in the above entity somehow represents an
investment-brokerage type of offering of some kind—
NO! Investment refers to the “alliance” as an/or
separate “association” which will then invest in the
assistance to others. This is not us offering some
investment program to Tom, Dick or Hilary who
somehow “buys” stock, or into some scheme or other, as
offered by brokers on the stock exchange. We have no
interchange with even the Securities and Exchange
Commission—for we market NOTHING, sell
NOTHING or receive any payment for anything. Our
program will advance through joint venture associations,
nothing more—after the fact in operational structure and
contract.
We also MUST KEEP OUT OF ANY
BUSINESS OF VENTURE PARTIES. Separation is
the ONLY way to ensure there is no misrepresentation
of our position nor involvement where questionable.
Therefore, back to the immediate topic at hand of
Tallano—land titles, etc.
On Tuesday, July 8, 2003 in many papers came
outrageously incorrect publication regarding the “Estate”
in point, disinformation and outright lies regarding the
issue—from, no less, than the Secretary of Housing,
Michael Defensor. Not only did he offer INCORRECT
information but stated the whole “scam” is bigger than
anything in Ripley’s Believe it or Not. Well, just as
Ripley’s had indicated Marcos to be the biggest crook on
the globe, which will have to be rather quickly disclaimed,
Mr. Defensor has put both feet into his mouth.
Moreover, it seems that Global’s public notice has
now circulated quite well through the parties who would
need background information from which they can DO
THEIR OWN DUE DILIGENCE.
It is not “us” under attack, however, but rather a
blatant calling of names and accusations at the Estate and
specifically, the administrator of that estate, Tallano. We
are told that the facts are that titles are now up for
questioning and it does very well involve high-rollers and
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it is now claimed that the Tallano associates are nothing
more than scam syndicates and squatters—now clearing
their property.
The last statement is funny because the very court
orders state that those lands which house buildings or
tenants—ARE TO BE CLEARED. I would guess that
upsets the “squatter” with a 45-story building more even
than one with a bamboo shanty.
Remember, for information, that we suggested for
your interest that you keep the “OCT 01-4 in mind along
side 3392-181 because it identifies, often enough, the
subject identification of certain documents. OCT 01-4 is
the official “Original Certificate of Title” (OCT)
registration.
You will note in what I will next share that that is
now, by the Department of Housing, “the” fictitious and
fake title. There is reference to others as well but we
don’t need to clutter this beyond the level of confusion
surpassing all understanding. We can only offer what is
on record, documented, in court records and decisions
and current to this very date in point.
Another thing you will note is that there is a claim
that this “group” claims all of the Philippines along with
parts of Malaysia, Sabah and the Spratley Islands. NO,
that is not true, for a lot of the land down South inclusive
of Sabah (North Borneo) was turned over to Sultanates
and people in that area which is roughly delineated today
in Mindanao as the Autonomous Region of Muslim
Mindanao (ARMM) with full treaty and agreements with
the Philippine GOVERNMENT.
Moreover, Malaysia LEASES Sabah from the
Sultanate of the area. So, Mr. Defensor has both feet
squarely into his very throat. So, the Tallano estate
MAY WELL BE INVOLVED TO SOME HERITAGE
EXTENT BUT HAS NO ACTUAL CLAIM IN
THAT AREA. P.S.: Annotations noticed and printed
on that very title are there and authenticated by no less
than U.S. President Howard Taft. You with holdings of
the paper with our public notice can look that up right in
your own paper with your own eyes.
And here is where I want to make a point, friends
and readers: These are court RECORDS and
authenticated Certified DOCUMENTS—and not “God
made us do it!” God may have inspired us to do it—and
I most certainly DO BELIEVE that to be so, for who in
the world would ever even THINK of such a thing, but,
He neither “made” us do anything nor did HE magically
manifest hard copy on our desk tops.
In the immediate aftermath of these articles hitting
the paper we did have some interesting calls regarding
the matter suggesting that a Hornet’s nest had been
opened and we might want to basically stay out of it until
the stingers were sheathed. One represented that a CIA
agent had called to inquire about that CONTACT paper.
The response was that we had outstanding recognition
and would welcome interviews or “checkout”. We go
further in that we know already that we have been so
“checked” out as to be totally boring. Those
investigations started all the way back to our first coming
to Manila and right after the return of Don Rhoads
(attorney), York, Martin and Neil to the U.S. At that
time the CENTRAL BANK sent investigators to
thoroughly check everything with our attorney. THEY
FOUND NOTHING OUT OF ORDER nor has any
investigation team since.
Do we stand behind the total truth of these
documents? No, we stand soundly behind them as
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GATHERED and compiled and presented. The
documents are directly from court records as established
and of which we obtained certified copies of the cases
themselves along with the Judges’ rulings in each case,
along with registered titles, etc., with annotations.
“Annotations”, for information only, represents a “final”
recognition of status.
You might, as sleuths, enjoy a bit of Sherlocking and
check out the number of errors in the presentations
(three) articles against the information you hold.
[QUOTING TODAY, Tues, July 8, 2003. (Editorial
Telephones: 813-1459 Fax 813-0140), Manila, Philippines:]
WHAAAT?! SQUATTING, FAKE TITLE RING
CLAIMS SABAH, RP, STUNS HOUSING CHIEF
THIS one’s for Ripley’s.
Squatting syndicates operating in Metro Manila are
invoking a spurious Spanish-era land title that covers onto
not only the “whole Philippine archipelago” but also
Sabah in North Borneo in grabbing private and public
lands.
Housing Secretary Michael Defensor revealed that
“well-armed, well-financed” syndicates are using a
certain “OCT T 01-4 in taking over lands from their
legitimate owners”.
Defensor described OCT T 01-4 as a “monumental
fakery and a badly made work of fiction”.
The document, he said, claims to be a deed to the
“whole archipelago and represents four regions; Luzon,
Visayas, Palawan-Zamboanga, Kalayaan and Sabah, and
Mindanao region.”
“If there could be a single land title to the whole
country, then this could be it. But its fantastic claim to
own the whole Philippines makes OCT T-01-4 bogus,”
Defensor said in a brief on professional squatting that he
prepared for senators and congressmen. [one line
missing in fax copy] are glaring forgery[ies] employed in
fabricating the title many people are buying lots derived
from it, Defensor said.
He said there is a “cottage industry” in deriving titles
from OCT T-01-4 among which are equally fake TCT
T-408 and T-498. Both carry outlandish claims.
“T-408 alone covers 1.2 billion square meters
[120,000 hectares—264,000 acres] of land in Metro
Manila,” he said, T-498, on the other hand, claims to
cover 312,242 hectares in Luzon.
The said T-408, records of the Housing and Urban
Development coordinating Council showed, are being
used by “Anacieto Madrigal Acopiado, Anacieto
Madrigal Acop and Julian Tallano” to harass legitimate
property owners in Metro Manila.
Defensor said police reports cite the Tallano-Acop
group as illegally occupying a 64-hectare lot in North
Fairview, Quezon City, on the basis of TCT T-408.
Defensor warned the public against purchasing lands
whose titles are derived from OCT T-01-4.
Defensor had revealed on Sunday that private and
public lands worth billions have been taken over by
professional squatting syndicates often using fictitious
titles.
[END QUOTING]
The next is essentially the same topic but an even
worse “copy” so we will do the best we can for copy
accuracy while realizing that right off in the second
paragraph the first sentence is illegible.
[QUOTING MANILA STANDARD, Tuesday July 8,

2003 (Manila, Philippines):]
BIG-TIME SQUATTERS ‘OWN’ RP, SABAH
This one’s for Ripley.
Groups of well-armed, well-financed professional
squatting syndicates based in metro Manila are invoking
a spurious Spanish-era land title that covers the entire
Philippine archipelago, including Sabah in Malaysia and
the disputed Kalayaan Islands [Turtle Islands] in the
Spratleys.
The syndicates, according to Housing Secretary
Michael Defensor, have been using “land title OCT No.
T-01-4” in grabbing public and private land from legitimate
owners.
In a briefing for reporters yesterday Defensor
identified the syndicates as the Anacheto Madrigal
Acoplado and the Julian Tallano groups. [Next three
lines illegible.]
“If there could be a single land title to the whole
country then this could be it, but its fantastic claim of
owning the whole Philippines makes [illegible] the land
title bogus.”
The syndicates, he added, managed to subdivide the
titles. “One title alone covers 1.2 billion sqm of land in
Metro Manila. Another claims to cover 312,242 hectares
in Luzon.
Defensor said records inside Housing and Urban
Poor Development Coordinating Council identified the
Tallano-Acop group as those who use the fake titles in
harassing legitimate property owners in Metro Manila.
The group, according to public records is illegally
occupying a 64-hectare lot in North Fairview, Quezon
City on the basis of a fake title.
The land Registration Authority has so far discovered
at least 7,000 fake land titles.
Defensor has instructed Housing and Urban
Development Coordinating Council to investigate the
origins of the spurious land title.
[END QUOTING]
The last is quite short but probably the most important
because it is featured on the Op-Ed page WITH THE
CARTOON WHICH REPRESENTS THE “GROUP”
AS
INCREDIBLE
TERRORISTS
WITH
AUTOMATIC WEAPONS TOSSING OUT HOMES,
ETC.
You will notice, however, in the next article that
names are NOT given. Smarter editors? It is
OBVIOUS from content that it is, however, the SAME
pointed focus.
[QUOTING The Philippine STAR, EDITORIAL,
Tuesday, July 8, 2003:]
BALANCING RIGHTS
Shelter is a basic need, and even the poorest of the
poor should not be deprived of it. Sympathy for the poor
led to the passage of a law several years ago,
decriminalizing squatting. This is one law that never
lacked in enforcement. Since it took effect it has been
abused by people who make money out of the very poor,
to the detriment of both private property owners and the
government. And politicians who rely on squatters for
their votes lack the will or guts to protect property
appropriated by squatting syndicates.
Housing chief Michael Defensor, whose job is to
provide shelter to the underprivileged, has expressed
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alarm over the proliferation of squatting syndicates that
stake claims over both private and public property using
fake land titles, then collect rent from people who set up
shanties on the appropriated estates. The latest case was
uncovered at the University of the Philippines arboretum
in Diliman, Quezon City, where about 1,000 families had
set up shanties and paid rent to a squatting ring. The
madness has to stop, Defensor said, as he urged
lawmakers to amend the nation’s laws so that
professional squatters can be punished.
It’s easy for the government to drive out squatters
from public land. But owners of private property that
have been invaded by squatters often have to go through
years of costly litigation simply to get an eviction order.
When the order is finally issued, the property owners
have to find cops who will drive out the squatters
without fear of being slapped with administrative charges
by human-rights advocates. Ironically, the head of the
department with jurisdiction over the police, Interior
Secretary Jose Lina, was the principal author of the law
that decriminalized squatting.
The Land Registration Authority has reportedly
uncovered more than 7,000 fake land titles being used by
squatting syndicates to occupy both private and public
property valued at billions of pesos. Whatever the merits
of the law that decriminalized squatting, every right must
be balanced against others guaranteed under the
Constitution, such as the right to property. The rule of
law must prevail—for poor and rich alike, and everyone
else in between.
[END QUOTING]
Needless to repeat, but I will, that there is an uproar
because it seems the bigger the injustice the more the old
“too good to be true” type of response is offered and
surely that it belongs in “Ripley’s”. Well, perhaps it
DOES belong in Ripley’s, for it seems to me to be time
that the marchers and tramplers be brought up short and
a bit of light thrown onto the scene.
Global’s program may well seem equally absurd
but it is just, valid and REAL. Perhaps it belongs also
in Ripley’s? However, as we use it, it probably
wouldn’t qualify. Who can possibly measure up along
side the IMF and/or V.K. Durham and her infamous
non-existent “holding trust”? You see, when you
break down Global’s program you find that it is not
welfare, give-away, take-away or anything but a wellfoundationed alliance of balanced participation—just
like God said it would be!
The most I can ever ask for self is the backbone to
ever keep strong in what is RIGHT and what is REAL.
That is sufficiently close enough to God to be acceptable
to me in my journey through this “play”. Moreover, we
are so grateful to you other “actors” in this “act” of this
“play” as to be quite inept at expressing it.
And as for George Dubya Bush? Well, “which
god?” I think that might well be the most appropriate
question. I believe it is quite important what we do “IN
THE NAME OF GOD”—or—perhaps I am simply too
“chicken” to assume such a major possibility of
misinformation and its repercussions. It appears to me
that some “MEN” have conjured a “war of the gods”
while GOD is patiently allowing them their silliness.
Even in the Harry Potter epics it is noted that
with all the wizards, witches and dragons, He prevails
through LOVE. It might be an interesting concept
after all.
DJE
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The Committee of 300
Part 8: Fighting Back
We are pleased to finally have sufficient space to Publishers and Distributors on many other books.
offer the following writing from more than two months Could it be that Mr. Green simply wanted to get an
ago, which is every bit as timely now.
education? Well, hardly seems likely since at a
seminar in Hawaii where his America West “booth”
4/28/05—#1 (18-255)
was adjacent to one of Eustace Mullins, Mr. Mullins
Thu., April 28, 2005 7:22 A.M. YR 18, DAY 255
ended up with many cartons LESS OF HIS OWN
Manila, Philippines
BOOKS that somehow managed to slip under the
partition into Green’s inventory.
RE: MORE PLAYERS; FIGHTING BACK?; RIIA
IT IS HARD TO BE GOODLY OR WISH TO
MANIPULATION; PROFILING—GCH/d
SERVE OUR FELLOW-MAN WITH THIS KIND
OF CONSTANT ATTACK.
* * *
Many people still come to this resource as
COPY: COMMITTEE OF 300, Dr. John Coleman,
the end-all of owing whatever is considered owed
Fourth edition, CONTINUATION (Pg. 42):
when it was George Green and his wife that were
the responsible parties from upstart. It is here
MORE NAMES AND
just for interest to you who wondered whatever
FIGHTING BACK
happened…!]
The only way we can fight back is by exposing
Carter’s choice of Paul Volcker (in fact he was told the plotters and their multiplicity of front
to appoint Volcker by David Rockefeller) started the organizations. We need men with experience who
collapse of the U.S. economy, according to the plan laid can formulate strategy to defend our priceless
down by the Club of Rome. We are up against heritage, which once lost, will never again reappear.
powerful forces dedicated to the goal of a One World We need to learn the methods the plotters use, learn
Government. We have been engaged in a devastatingly how to adopt them, and then take the necessary
crippling war for the past 47 years, but it is not counter-measures. Only a crash program of this
perceived as such. We are brainwashed, methodically, kind will stop the rot which is consuming our nation.
systematically and without ever being aware of it. The
Some may have difficulty in accepting the idea of
Tavistock Institute provided the system for this low a global conspiracy because so many writers have
intensity war against we, the people, and then set it in made financial gain from it. Others doubt that
motion.
activity on a global scale can be successfully
[H: Just an aside about Mr. Paul Volcker and advanced. They see the huge bureaucracy of our
“people we know” and “name-drop”. George Green, government, and then say, “Well how are we
recognized by most all of our friends and colleagues, supposed to believe that private people can do more
claimed to be a working associate (friend) of Paul than the government does?” This overlooks the fact
Volcker. It was some claim to fame because Mr. that government IS part of the conspiracy. Hard
Volcker was head of the Federal Reserve before Mr. evidence is what they want, but hard evidence is
Greenspan. More importantly, that very association difficult to come by.
was also connected with the Bush Boys and the
But there is some hard evidence. Witness the
Savings and Loan failures. George Green claimed slavish manner in which former President George
to have attended that infamous meeting at Bush rushed to carry out the orders he received from
Silverado Savings with Neal Bush. Now Mr. Green Margaret Thatcher to begin the Gulf War, and again,
made every “ultimate” attempt to destroy us after how Prime Minister John Major imposed the
he STOLE actual GOLD and literally buried it in his Committee’s United Nations agenda on the Bush
backyard. It took years to recover anything at all administration, even to the extent of forcing Bush to
of it and, as well, he stole thousands of books in go along with the appointment of Bhuttros Ghali as
inventory while continuing a “legal team” capture to the United Nations Secretary General. Bush was told
always keep us at disadvantage. Well, revenge is that Bhuttros Ghali was a former member of British
mine, says GOD, and so be it. Nasty things sent intelligence MI6, and as such, was the choice of the
“out” always return in kind.
Committee. Bush had a former United States
George Green claimed to have never served the ambassador to the United Nations in mind for the
“other” side but was totally boggled when caught by post, which he had to put aside.
others on the LIST OF ALUMNI of the Intelligence
Others say, “So what; what do I care about a
Services, CIA if properly recalled. He claimed it conspiracy? I don’t even bother to vote.” This is
was an error but managed to break and RUN away exactly the way the general population of America
ASAP. He was trading gold he acquired openly was conditioned to react. Our people have become
through Puerto Rico and Costa Rica where he also discouraged and confused as the result of 47 years
owned a couple of Coffee Plantations and where the of low-intensity psychological warfare conducted
CIA has major hub-quarters. If you stay the course against us. How that was done is explained in
long enough, travelers, the TRUTH seeps out like Bernard Levin’s book, but how many people would
water through a hole in a dam.
bother to read an academic’s non-fiction book? We
GEORGE GREEN even STOLE the very first are reacting exactly as we were conditioned to act.
publication of Dr. Coleman’s book as being Demoralized and confused people are far more willing
presented here. That was at OUR expense and for to welcome the sudden appearance of a great man
which he took money from us to actually publish who promises to solve every problem and guarantee
after our people, Fingers here, did all the work and a well-ordered society, in which people are fully
our people got it press ready. We were not, nor was employed and domestic strife is minimal. Their
even the Author, given “author’s” copies. This dictator, for that is who it will be, after he will be,
same thing took place at George’s America West will be welcomed with open arms.
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ART OF “PROFILING”

Knowing WHO the enemy is becomes a vital
necessity. No one can fight and win against an
unidentified enemy. This book could be used like a
military field manual. Study its content and memorize
all names. I have mentioned profiling techniques quite
frequently. A full explanation of “profiling” is contained
in this book. One of the most profound pieces of
information to come out of the science of profiling is the
relative ease in which it can be accomplished in
individuals, groups, political entities and so on, right on
down the line. Once we wake up to how easy this is
to accomplish, “conspiracy” will no longer be more
than we are willing to admit. The assassination of
President Kennedy, the attempt on the life of President
Reagan, will then become easy to understand.
Profiling is a technique developed in 1922 on the
command of the Royal Institute for International Affairs
(RIIA). Major John Rawlings Reese, a British Army
technician was instructed to set up a brainwashing
facility at the Tavistock Institute for Human Relations,
as a part of Sussex University. An additional facility
was opened in a suburb of London, under Tavistock’s
name. These two facilities became the core institution
of Britain’s Psychological Warfare Bureau. When I first
introduced the names of Reese and Tavistock to the
United States in 1970, very little interest was shown.
But over the years, as I came to reveal more and more
about Tavistock and its vital role in the plans for a One
World Government, it has become popular to follow my
research.
Britain’s Psychological Warfare Bureau made
extensive use of the work done by Reese on 80,000
British Army guinea pigs, virtually a captive audience of
soldiers, who underwent many forms of testing.
Tavistock-designed methods also got the United States
into WWII. Under the guidance of Dr. Kurt Lewin,
Tavistock established the OSS, the forerunner of the
CIA. Lewin became the director of the Strategic
Bombing Initiative which was a plan for the Royal Air
Force (RAF) to concentrate on bombing German
worker housing, while leaving military targets such as
munitions plants alone. The munitions plants on both
sides belonged to the international bankers who had no
wish to see their assets destroyed.
Later, after the war was over, NATO ordered
Sussex University to establish a very special
brainwashing center, which became part of Britain’s
Psychological Warfare Bureau. Only now, its research
was directed toward civilian, rather than to military
applications. We shall return to that super secret unit
which was called Science Policy Research Institute
(SPRI).
The idea behind the saturation bombing of civilian
worker housing was to break the morale of the German
worker. It was not designed to affect the war effort
against the German military machine. Lewin and his
team of actuaries reached an agreement on a target
figure: if 65 percent of German worker housing was
destroyed by nightly RAF bombing raids, the morale of
the civilian population would collapse. The actual
working document was prepared for the RAF by the
Prudential Assurance Company.
[H: This holds true in EVERY circumstance
from a Tsunami to air-raids. And, moreover, when
over 65 percent of a population is hungry—it is
either in full control of the manipulators as to
outcome OR watch out—the rabble will rise. This
ratio is on the cusp in the Philippines so shortly will
come the deciding actions of which way the nation
will move.]
The RAF, under the command of “Bomber” Harris,
carried out Lewin’s plans, culminating in the terror
firestorm (holocaust) of Dresden, in which more than
125,000 mainly older men, women and children were
killed. The truth of “Bomber” Harris’ horror raids on
German civilians was a well-kept secret long after the
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end of WWII.
Tavistock provided most of the detailed programs
that led to the establishing of the Office of Naval
Intelligence (ONI), the No. 1 intelligence service in the
United States, one which dwarfs the CIA in size and
scope. Contracts worth billions of dollars were given
to Tavistock by the United States government, and
Tavistock’s strategic planners provided most of what
the Pentagon used to build up our defense establishment.
This still holds true, even today. Here again, is
illustrated the grip the Committee has on the United
States, and the majority of its institutions. Tavistock
runs more than 30 research institutions in the United
States, most of which are named in our charts at the
end of the book.
[H: You really DO need your own copy of this
book for those references along with some blank
pages for more additions as others bring more to
the list from your daily fraud—er-ah broadsheets.]
These Tavistock-U.S. institutions have, in many
cases, grown into gargantuan monsters, penetrating
every aspect of our government agencies and taking
command of all policy making. One of Tavistock’s
chief wreckers of our way of life was Dr. Alexander
King, a founder member of NATO, and a favorite of the
Committee, as well as an outstanding member of the
Club of Rome. King was assigned by the Club of Rome
to destroy America’s education by taking control of the
National Teachers Association and working in close
conjunction with certain law makers and judges. If it
was not generally known before how all-pervading is the
influence of the Committee, this book should dispel
every vestige of doubt.
Today, in 1993, the National Teachers Association
(NTA) has become a formidable Socialist tool, in the
struggle for possession of the minds of our children.
Outcome Based Education (OBE) is the method whereby
the wholesale socializing of American school children is
being carried out. Another aspect of OBE is its heavy
attention to “sex education”, and its insidious pumping
of lesbianism and homosexuality into the minds of grade
and secondary school children.
A few words about the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA), a Club of Rome creation,
and the test it ran against a nuclear power station at
Three Mile Island, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. Termed
“an accident” by the hysterical media, this was not an
accident, but a deliberately designed crisis test for
FEMA. An additional benefit was the fear and hysteria
generated by the news media, which had people fleeing
the area, when in fact they were NEVER in any danger.
Bear in mind that NOBODY died as a result of the TMI
“accident”, nor were any serious injuries reported.
The TMI experiment was considered a success by
FEMA, and it scored a lot of points with the anti-nuclear
forces. TMI became the rallying point for the so-called
“environmentalists”, a well financed and controlled
group run largely by the Aspen Institute on behalf of the
Club of Rome. Extensive coverage of the “accident”
was provided free of charge by CBS television’s William
Paley, a former British intelligence agent.
FEMA is the natural successor to the Strategic
Bombing Initiative of WWII. Dr. Kurt Lewin, the
theoretician for what the Tavistock plotters called “crisis
management” was deeply involved in the study. There
is an unbroken chain between Lewin and Tavistock that
stretches back for 37 years. Lewin incorporated the
Strategic Bombing Initiative into FEMA with only a few
small adjustments proving necessary. One of the
changes was that the target was no longer Germany,
but the United States of America. Forty-seven years
after the end of WWII, it is still Tavistock that has its
hands on the trigger, and the weapon is pointed at the
United States.
The late Margaret Meade conducted an intensive
study of the German and Japanese population under the
aegis of Tavistock on how they reacted to stress caused
by aerial bombardment. Irving Janus was an associate

professor on the project, which was supervised by Dr.
John Rawlings Reese, who was later promoted to the
rank of Brigadier-General in the British Army. The
Meade-Janus test results were provided for FEMA. The
report was of great value in formulating FEMA policies.
Janus used it in his book, Air War and Stress, which he
later wrote.
The Meade-Janus ideas were followed to the letter
by FEMA during the Three Mile Island “Crisis”. Janus
had hit on a really simple idea: Simulate a succession
of crises and manipulate the population following the
methodology of Lewin terror tactics, and the targeted
population group will do exactly as required.
In carrying out this exercise, Lewin discovered
something new: that social control on a wide scale can
be achieved by using the media to bring home the
horrors of a nuclear war, especially via the television
media. It was also discovered that women’s magazines
were very effective in dramatizing the terrors of a
nuclear war. A trial run conducted by Janus had Betty
Bumpers, wife of Senator Dale Bumpers of Arkansas,
“writing” for McCall’s magazine on that subject.
The article appeared in McCall’s, January 1983
issue. Actually, Mrs. Bumpers did not write the article.
It was created for her by a group of writers at
Tavistock, who specialize in such subject matters. The
article was a collection of untruths, non-facts,
innuendoes, and conjectures based entirely upon a false
premise. The Bumper’s article was typical of the kind
of psychological manipulation at which Tavistock is so
very good. Not one of the ladies who read McCall’s
could have failed to be impressed by the terror horror
story of what a nuclear war would look like.
The Committee of 300 has a major bureaucracy at
its disposal made up of hundreds of think tanks, and
front organizations that run the whole gamut of private
business and government leaders. I will mention as
many as I can fit in, starting with the German Marshall
Fund. Its members—and remember they are also
members of NATO and the Club of Rome—consist of
David Rockefeller of Chase Manhattan Bank, Gabriel
Hague of the prestigious Manufactures Hanover Trust
and Finance Corporation, Milton Katz of the Ford
Foundation, Willy Brandt, leader of Socialist International
and KGB agent and member of the Committee of 300,
Irving Bluestone, chairman of the United Auto Workers
Executive Board, Russell Train, U.S. president of the
Club of Rome and a member of Prince Philip’s World
Wildlife Fund, Elizabeth Midgely, CBS programs
producer, B.R. Gifford, director of the Russell Sage
Foundation, Guido Goldman of the Aspen Institute, the
late Averill Harriman, Committee of 300 extra-ordinary
member, Thomas I. Hughes of the Carnegie
Endowment Fund, Dennis Meadows and Jay Forrestor
of MIT “world dynamics”.
ENTER THE BILDERBERGERS
The Committee of 300, although in existence for
more than 100 years, did not take on its present form
until around 1897. It was always given to issuing
orders through other fronts, such as the Royal Institute
For International Affairs. When it was decided that a
super-body would control European affairs, the RIIA
founded the Tavistock Institute, which in turn created
NATO. For five years, NATO was financed by the
German Marshall Fund. Perhaps the most important
member of the Bilderbergers, a foreign policy body of
the Committee, was Joseph Rettinger, said to be one of
its founder members. The Bilderbergers annual meetings
have delighted conspiracy hunters for several decades.
Rettinger was a well-trained Jesuit priest, and a 33rd
Degree Freemason. Mrs. Katherine Meyer Graham, who
is suspected of having murdered her husband in order
to get control of the Washington Post was another
ranking member of the Club of Rome, as was Paul G.
Hoffman of the New York Life Insurance Company, one
of the largest insurance companies in the United States,
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and a leading Rank company, with ties directly to Queen
Elizabeth of England’s immediate family. John J.
McCloy, the man who attempted to wipe post World
War II Germany off the map, and last but not least,
James A Perkins of the Carnegie Corporation, were also
founder members of the Bilderbergers and the Club of
Rome.
What a star-studded cast! Yet strangely enough,
few if any outside of genuine intelligence agencies had
ever heard of this organization until recent times. The
power exercised by these important personages and the
corporations, television stations, newspapers, insurance
companies and banks they represent, matches in size and
strength the power and prestige of at least two European
countries, and still this is only the tip of The Committee
of 300’s enormous cross-gridding of interfaced
interests.
Not mentioned in the foregoing line-up is Richard
Gardner, who, although an early member of the
Committee of 300, was sent to Rome on a special
assignment. Gardner married into one of the oldest
Black Nobility families of Venice, thus providing the
Venetian aristocracy a direct line to the White House.
The late Averill Harriman was one of the Committee’s
direct links between the Kremlin and the White House,
a position which Kissinger inherited after the death of
Harriman.
[H: As you pay a bit of attention to the
upcoming listings as offered, PAY ATTENTION
MORE DEEPLY THAN YOU MIGHT WISH. KNOW
that as a “club” or organization becomes too visible
or problems start or effectiveness is diminished—a
new one is substituted in, people are shifted around
(note same names on many rosters), and worse yet,
as WARS change so too will the name of the
specific Club started to cover whatever purpose
might be the focus. It is very workable and totally
legal. The shifts and turns come most quickly when
it is time to pay taxes or become too visible as to
“real intent”. Often unsuspecting people will join
these organizations only to later be classified as
traitors, terrorists and/or worse. Young people are
especially vulnerable to such “groups”. If you don’t
know how easy it is to bait and switch on a massive
scale then you might well wish to find out. Most of
these organizations don’t ACTUALLY even bother
to do their registration requirements in the first
place. Almost all of the BIG government-run
organizations never bother to register or incorporate
AT ALL while just putting some word or another,
such as “corporation” or “corp” or INC into the title
and the “assumption” is presented. THIS IS A
VERY GOOD TIME TO POINT OUT THAT IF AND
WHEN YOU “INCORPORATE”, DO IT IN A
PLACE OF BETTER SECURITY PERSONALLY IF
YOU WISH TO BE PRIVATE AND THE ONLY
REMAINING STATE QUALIFIED FOR THIS IS
NEVADA (WITHIN THE DOMESTIC UNITED
STATES). My purpose is not to push corporations
or how to manage them, BUT it would behoove all
citizens to stop complaining and look into YOUR
OWN PERSONAL OPTIONS FOR MANAGEMENT
OF YOUR AFFAIRS. [For a free consultation,
contact Budget Corporate Renewals at 702-8705351.]
Example: A few years back there was a major
focus on a questionable corporation called InterAmerican Investment Corp. There is nothing
particularly interesting about this except that under
its management many “Development Banks” were
operated, some under the Governorship of one later
the Treasurer of the U.S., Mr. Robert Ruben.
Now, listen up. When this came to attention
there was great interest in the circumstances that
would allow such operations, for we were involved in
a program which was responsible for the “Bonus
3392” matter.
In thorough investigation we not only found the
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entity NOT INCORPORATED ANYWHERE but
worse, operating as if it were legitimate
EVERYWHERE. Our people went directly to the
HOME OFFICE and found that there were a lot of
fabricated financial reports and other interesting
manipulations. However, that is not, at the
moment, the point.
At that same time we were trying diligently to
protect VK Durham who CLAIMED to be (but was
never) the wife of Russell Herman, holder/“owner”
THROUGH Cosmos SEML (I will maintain some
privacy here).
There was NOT, as claimed by VKD, any
“TRUST” of any kind involved with her but she was
trying to EXTORT money from us to create one.
When I noted the non-incorporation of the very
entity she wanted to STEAL for her purposes we
very carefully INCORPORATED IT lawfully, legally
and intentionally (to keep it out of her clutches).
We in no way were working for OR AGAINST
anything the U.S. hierarchy was doing.
Ever since the split with VK over her avarice,
lies and misrepresentations she has claimed holding
of that corporation and, worse, it being part of her
claimed, but non-existent, “Trust”. She never did
have nor does she now have a valid Trust of any
kind.
She also claimed, idiotically and ignorantly, that
“we” also hold The Inter-American Development
Bank, the “Depository Trust…” along with boodles
of other non-entities or actual entities in operation
but nothing whatsoever to do with us. IN FACT,
WE DID INVESTIGATE AND TRIED TO BRING
INTO SHELTER THOSE NAMED ENTITIES AND
FOUND: GET THIS, THAT BANKS AND TRUSTS
HAVE ALL SORTS OF VARIOUS REGULATIONS
REQUIRED THAT WE HAD NO INTENTION NOR
WISH FOR INVOLVEMENT. VK continues,
however, to whistle Dixie regarding these
“corporations” as OUR entities, mis-naming them
at every writing and informing such as INTERPOL,
National Central Banks of every country she can
think of with free email links and when anyone will
pay her phone-Fax bill FOR HER.
She went too far, however, and incorporated the
articles of incorporation of the Inter-American
Investment Corp. into HER “Trust” (non-existent)
while still trying through extortion to gain the
incorporation status from us. And THIS IS WHY
without effort anyone can check it out quite easily
and find VK Durham has no valid Trust or any
other entity pertinent to, or involved in any of our
holdings. That includes COSMOS SEAFOOD
ENERGY MARKETING, LTD., which is fully
operational and in good standing (since 1985), which
is OWNER of the Bonus assets.
VK Durham is a fraud of the most terrible kind
as she deceives, possibly, even herself.
This becomes worthy of note right here because
she continues to give fraudulent information forth
on her Internet site and it is truly circulating
globally. It is most interesting, however, that we
have been checked out, investigated and even
INTERPOL leaks that our program is valid and
good.
This seems appropriate to point out right here
before you go into lists of players and remark even
to self that “Well, that was years ago and….” The
point is that YOU can check it out and, moreover,
when you find “nothing” it can mean far more than
finding anything. THESE NAMED ARE ALL
FRAGMENTS UNDER THE CONTROL OF, AT THE
LEAST, THE COMMITTEE OF 300 FILTERING
ALL THE WAY DOWN THE RANKS THROUGH
THE IMF, WORLD BANK AND CENTRAL BANKS
WITH
INFILTRATORS
INTO
EVERY
GOVERNMENT ON THE GLOBE. It is truly a good
job if you can get it and millions of manipulators get

it every year. Even “THEY” don’t have the foggiest
idea into what they have bid their hand. Sold to the
Devil comes to mind.
Remember that the best any writer can offer is
what is currently presented at any given moment of
his publication, including OURS. The point is to
switch and change so that the really big “players”
are not caught even if they are caught. Once at
levels of high-political places you have “plausible
denial”, absolute denial and general denial. The
minute you hear “I categorically deny…”—KNOW
THE TRUTH IS ABOUT TO BREAK FORTH!]
The Club of Rome is indeed a formidable agency of
the Committee. Although ostensibly working on
American affairs, the group overlaps other Committee
agencies and its United States members are often found
working on “problems” in Japan and Germany. Some
of the front organizations operated by Committee include
the following, although not limited to them:
LEAGUE OF INDUSTRIAL DEMOCRACY
Officials: Michael Novak, Jean Kirkpatrick, Eugene
Rostow, Irwin Suall, Lane Kirkland, and Albert Schenker
Purpose: To disrupt and disturb normal labor relations
between workers and employers by brainwashing labor
unions to make impossible demands with special attention
to steel, automobile and housing industries.
FREEDOM HOUSE
Officials: Leo Churn and Carl Gershman
Purpose: To spread socialist disinformation among
American blue-collar workers, spread dissension and
dissatisfaction. As soon as these objectives were largely
accomplished, Gershman was drafted by Lawrence
Eagleburger to CEDC, a newly created body to stop a
united Germany from expanding its trade into the Danube
basin. This is very closely related to the conflict in
former Yugoslavia.
COMMITTEE FOR A DEMOCRATIC MAJORITY
Officials: Ben Wattenburg, Jean Kirkpatrick, Elmo
Zumwalt and Midge Dector
Purpose: To provide a connecting link between the
educated socialist class and minority groups with the
intent of setting up a solid block of voters who could
be counted on to vote for left-wing candidates at election
time. It was a true Fabianist operation from its very
beginning.
FOREIGN POLICY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Officials: Robert Strausz Hupe
Purpose: To undermine and eventually end NASA space
program.
SOCIAL DEMOCRATS U.S.A.
Officials: Bayard Rustin, Lane Kirkland, Jay Lovestone,
Carl Gershman, Howard Samuel, Sidney Hook
Purpose: To spread radical socialism, especially among
minority groups, and forge links between similar
organization in socialist countries. Lovestone was for
decades the leading advisor to United States presidents
on Soviet affairs, with strong direct links to Moscow.
INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL RELATIONS
Officials: Harland Cleveland, Willis Harmon
Purpose: Change the way America thinks. Cleveland
was a top official in the Club of Rome and what one
intelligence officer described as a “Socialist specialist on
China”. Cleveland got his Socialist education at Oxford
in 1938. He later became Assistant Secretary of State
for International Affairs, and the UNRRA delegate to
China and a director of the ECA China program.
Cleveland had a perception that the way America was
going, was not the way the socialists wanted it to go,
and that methods had been devised to make America
change direction. The Institute for Social Relations and
the Club of Rome were the vehicles he felt could be
instrumental in bringing about the changes needed to
socialize America.
THE CITIZENS LEAGUE
Officials: Barry Commoner
Purpose: To bring “common cause” legal suits against
various government agencies, especially those who
worked with the defense industries, with the object of
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disturbing relations in the military-industrial complex.
Commoner encouraged “whistle blowers” to report any
cost overruns among defense contractors.
WAR RESISTERS LEAGUE
Officials: [Noam] Chomsky and David McReynolds
Purpose: To organize resistance to the Vietnam War
among left-wing groups, students and the Hollywood
“our crowd”. Acted in conjunction with the Riverside
Church Disarmament Program, directed by Cora Weiss.
The main thrust of the War Resisters League was to
infuse into the American mainstream the idea that the
“Russian threat is the big lie of the arms race.”
Chomsky was closely associated with other “peace
movements”, like World Peacemakers and American
Friends Service Committee, all of whom favored
Socialist causes.
THE DEMOCRATIC SOCIALIST ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
OF THE INSTITUTE FOR DEMOCRATIC SOCIALISM
Officials: Frank Zeider, Arthur Redier and David
McReynolds
Purpose: A clearing house for left-wing socialist ideas
and activities in the United States and Europe.
McReynolds attended many meetings of the Women’s
International League for Peace and Freedom and was
actively associated with the Campaign for the Second
Special Session on Disarmament.
ANTI DEFAMATION LEAGUE
FACT FINDING DIVISION
Official: Irwin Suall also known as John Graham
Purpose: A joint FBI-British intelligence operation
designed to single out right-wing groups and their leaders
and put them out of business before they grow too large
and too influential.
[H: This entity needs a bit more information
offered. Note that it is truly a JEWISH LOBBY
group and bears tremendous weight as to ability to
shout “Anti-Semitic” and bring down innocent
persons and businesses. They even had an
operation going in the San Francisco area where the
ADL was totally integrated as to a “watch listing”
of thousands of individuals, WITH THE FBI.
Yes indeed, they certainly did attack our people
and our paper and we find that all these years later,
they were behind the problems we experienced right
through our first publisher-distributor who
ACTUALLY STOLE our property. These are mostly
little simple-minded people who are nothing more
than petty paid crooks.
This same ADL, after all said and done,
DESTROYED and bankrupted the only REALLY
FREE PRESS PUBLICATION, SPOTLIGHT!
This was done in such an underhanded hand-inglove judicial operation as to be both shocking and
yet, expected in this age of judicial sell-outs with
full cooperation of such judicial systems as to
CONTROL MEDIA——AND YOU!
Our Journals, and some of our papers, WERE
SEIZED AT THE CANADIAN BORDER AND
LABELED “HATE” MATERIAL. MOST OF IT
WAS RELEASED AND FOUND QUITE
APPROPRIATE. HOWEVER, SOME OF OUR
JOURNALS WERE BANNED IN THE U.S. AS WELL
AND WERE BURNED. Indeed, if you think
“freedom”, do not be so foolish, citizen, as to think
that it might be “you”. Anyone, anywhere, who has
a contract of any kind with government-associated
entities is a SLAVE. Anyone who can have property
seized for non-payment OF TAXES or obligatory
licenses, is ENSLAVED, NOT FREE.
And, speaking of non-payment of taxes: ALL
OF THE ORGANIZATIONS LISTED HERE ARE
“TAX-FREE” AS TO QUALIFICATION.
I am going to shock and awe our own readers
when I point out that the bunch who literally
STOLE (thieved by take-over) CONTACT, after first
continuing to call themselves CONTACT UNTIL
STOPPED BY COURT ORDER, immediately got a
“tax-free” listing directly from the U.S. government
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for their new paper named SPECTRUM. Now,
friends, that SHOULD tell you the facts about the
miscreants and activities of those who don’t like us
a lot.
Fine, we just continue, after all the losses, to
run in the “red” and never meeting even one
publication coverage. This means that we don’t
make a profit but we are in debt and, therefore, it
becomes totally unwanted property.
Steal
CONTACT and you have just picked up the DEBT
while we can mark it off as loss. Further, since we
don’t have “random” advertising we keep qualified
but, even though not planned this way, there is only
debt. We keep no “profile” other than as a
publication and our people work totally as contract
(as with printer), and in their spare time as
voluntary individuals. Dharma, in spite of having
presented countless papers, tapes and now some 300
plus Journals, has taken NOTHING. That means:
NOTHING. It is however, that seemingly everyone
comes to believe that these people are responsible
for everyone’s “responsibilities” and eventual
“gains” if you ever “heard of” them or me, GCH.
However, simply believing that to be “a right” or
“fact” DOES NOT MAKE IT SO.]
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MACHINISTS
Officials: (None listed)
Purpose: A labor-oriented front for the Socialist
International and a hotbed for organizing labor unrest,
polarizing workers and management. According to
Ladislaw Bittman, a director from the Czech STB
(intelligence), “The Soviets relied on organizations such
as the IAMAW for certain information.”
AMALGAMATED CLOTHING WORKERS
Officials: Murray Findley, Irwin Suall and Jacob
Scheinkman
Purpose: Much the same as the machinists Union, to
socialize and polarize workers in the garment trade.
According to Service A of the KGB, it had many
contacts among this group.
A. PHILIP RANDOLPH INSTITUTE
Officials: Bayard Rustin
Purpose: To provide a means of coordinating
organizations with a common purpose, an example of
which would be the spread of socialist ideas among
college students and workers. Reportedly has ties to the
Knights of Malta and the Mont Pelerin Society.
CAMBRIDGE POLICY STUDIES INSTITUTE
Officials: Gar Alperovitz
Purpose: To expand on the work being done at the
Institute for Policy Studies. Founded in February of
1959 by international socialist Gar Alperovitz, a former
assistant to Senator Gaylord Nelson. Alperovitz wrote
the controversial book Atomic Diplomacy for the Club
of Rome, which was financed by the German Marshall
Fund. CPSI concentrates on research and action
projects, with a stated goal of fundamentally changing
American society, i.e., to create a Fabian Socialist United
States in preparation of the coming One World
Government.
ECONOMIC COMMITTEE OF THE
NORTH ATLANTIC INSTITUTE
Officials: Dr. Aurellio Peccei
Purpose: NATO think-tank on global economic issues.
Much of what the economic think tank turned out was
a rehash of Von Hayek and Ludwig Von Mises ideas,
which have since been passed on to the Clinton
administration.
CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF
DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTIONS
Officials: Founder: Robert Hutchins, of the Committee
of 300; Harry Ashmore; Frank Kelly and a large group
of IPS “Fellows”.
Purpose: To spread ideas that would bring on Socialist
reforms of the liberal kind, with democracy as an
ideology. One of its activities was to draft a new
constitution for the United States, which would be
strongly monarchical and socialistic, as in Denmark.

The center is an “Olympian” stronghold. Located
in Santa Barbara, it is housed in what is affectionately
known as “the Parthenon”. Former U.S. Representative
John Rarick called it “an outfit loaded with
Communists”. By 1973, work on a new United States
Constitution was in its 35th draft, which proposed an
amendment guaranteeing “environmental rights”, the
thrust of which is to reduce the industrial base of the
U.S. to a mere whimper of what it was in 1969. In
other words, this institution is carrying out the Club of
Rome zero-growth post-industrial policies laid down by
the Committee.
Some other aims include the creation and control of
economic cycles, welfare, regulation of business and
national public works, and the control of pollution.
Speaking on behalf of the Committee of 300, Ashmore
said the functions of the CSDI were to find ways and
means of making our political system work more
effectively. “We must change education (reference to
OBE) and we must consider a new U.S. Constitution
and a Constitution for the world.”
Further goals enunciated by Ashmore were as
follows:
(1) Membership of the U.N. must be made universal.
(2) The U.N. must be strengthened.
(3) South East Asia must be neutralized (for
neutralized read “communized”).
(4) Cold War must be ended.
(5) Racial discrimination must be abolished.
(6) Developing nations must be assisted, (meaning
assisted to destruct).
(7) No military solutions to problems. (Pity they didn’t
tell George Bush that before the Gulf War.)
(8) National solutions are not adequate.
(9) Coexistence is necessary, the “global concept” that
George Bush was told to push, and which Clinton is
doing.
HARVARD PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC
Officials: Dr. Kurt Lewin and staff of 15 new sciencescientists
Purpose: To create a climate in which the Committee
has unlimited power over the United States. To prepare
society for radical changes, Harvard worked with the
Institute for Policy Studies and enlisted the aid of the
mass media to condition the American public to the idea
that its society is inadequate and riddled with faults, and
that it must be changed.
INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH/RAND
“DELPHI” PROJECT
Officials: Dr. Kurt Lewin and staff of 20 new sciencescientists
Purpose: To devise a whole new set of social programs
to steer America away from its industrial base, and to
create an atmosphere that would make the American
public feel that industrial expansion was a bad thing, and
to steer investments away from profitable industries that
pay well.
A “Future” think tank, Rand Delphi worked on the
“Prometheus Project”, which established Future
forecasting as an exact science. At this think tank, the
work of John McHale’s Future of the Future was taken
as a theme. This work was not for ordinary folk with
an interest in Jules Verne and H.G. Wells “time warp”
novels. Rather, it was a strict discipline, rigorously
applied to forecasting techniques, based upon works by
Robert U. Ayers’ Technological Forecasting: A Practical
Approach.
EDUCATIONAL POLICY CENTER
Officials: Willis Harmon
Purpose: This adjunct to the Stanford Research
Institute is funded by the United States Education
Department. It is one of more than 30 policy research
centers under the jurisdiction of the Office of Education.
Begun in 1967, the center works on future education
policies which the Committee deems fit to be taught in
America’s primary and secondary schools. The center
employs from 20 to 25 full-time professors, whose job
it is to look at education from a Socialist aspect in a
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national and international context. Its director is Willis
Harmon, who said that his mandate was to see that
education was not isolated from the rest of society:
“We decided to look at the major alternatives, (i.e.
Socialist education) to see how education fits into them.
Ours is a holistic approach in which education can be
tested in terms of national alternatives and “World
Macroproblems”.
SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
Officials: Sheldon Arenberg and a staff of hundreds,
too numerous to mention here
Purpose: To coordinate all elements of the intelligence
communities of the United States and Britain. It analyzes
what players have to be assigned the role of a national
entity. For example: Spain would come under a supine
watered-down Catholic Church, the United Nations under
a Secretary General that it would henceforth appoint (as
in the case of Bhuttros Ghali), and so forth. It
developed the system of “X RAY 2”, where think-tank
personnel, military installations and law enforcement
agencies are all linked to the Pentagon through a nationwide network of teletypes and computers. Its mission
is to apply an all-embracing surveillance system, using
new techniques, on a nation-wide scale. Arenberg says
his ideas are non military, but his techniques are mainly
those he learned from the military. He was responsible
for the New York State Identification and Intelligence
System, a typical “George Orwell-1984” project, which
is completely illegal under our Constitution. The
NYSIIS system is in the process of being adopted
nation-wide. It is what Brzezinski alluded to as the
ability to instantaneously retrieve data about any person.
NYSIIS shares data with all law enforcement and
government agencies in the nation. It provides
storage and rapid retrieval of individual records,
criminal and social. It is a TYPICAL Committee of
300 project. There is a crying need for a full
investigation into just what it is that Systems
Development Corporation is doing, but that is beyond
the scope of this book. One thing is certain, SDC
does not exist to preserve freedom and liberty
guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution. How
convenient that it should be located in Santa Barbara,
within easy reach of Robert Hutchins’ “Parthenon”.
Some publications put out by Club of Rome
institutions are as follows:
The New Republic
Industrial Research
One
Raconteur
Dissent
Human Relations
Coventry
Working Papers for a New Society
Inquiry
Center Magazine
Counterspy
Mother Jones
Progressive
Covert Action Information Bulletin
These are by no means all of the publications issued
under the auspices of the Club of Rome. There are
many HUNDREDS more, in fact, each of the
foundations puts out several of its own publications.
Given the number of foundations run by the Tavistock
Institute and the Club of Rome, a partial listing is all we
can include here. Some of the more important
foundations and think tanks are in the following list,
which includes military think tanks.
The American public would be astounded if it only
knew how deeply the Army is involved in “new war
tactics” research with Committee of 300 think tanks.
Americans are not aware that in 1946, the Club of Rome
was ordered by the Committee to further the progress
of think tanks which it said offered a new means of
spreading the Committee’s philosophy. The impact of
these think tanks upon our military since 1959, when
they suddenly proliferated, is truly astounding. There is
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no doubt that they will play an even greater role in the
daily affairs of this nation as we come to the close of
the 20th century.
[H: Please note this reference to closing
of the 20 th century. This shows that this
information is AT LEAST five years old—or
LOTS OLDER. This is a “guide”, readers—
YOU HAVE BEEN HAD!
For the most part, and worse, for global
recognition, this is geared for realization in the
United States as a real “eye-opener” of which
every citizen in EVERY NATION should have
full awareness.
Unless you recognize that such as USAID
is just another controlling, manipulative and
deliberately structured entity for eventual
“take-over”, you are doomed! I use this one
as an example because it happens to be one
under attention right in the Philippines almost
all of the time as manipulative and criminal
actions take place against the people thereof.
Ah but, the bowing and scraping just goes and
on and on while the rich Elite get richer
(before the rug is pulled out from under them)
and get relocated so that after the
“foreclosure” and orchestrated demise of the
nation as a Sovereign State is accomplished.
Does it need be this way? Well, certainly
NOT IN THE PHILIPPINES where
RECOVERY of stolen wealth is not too late for
the “bring it back”. However, it certainly
should be noted that the “time clock” is on
“shut down” while the dickering and
manipulation of even elections with heinous
and OBVIOUS breaking of all Constitutional
LAW takes place and with a JUDICIAL
system that sustains heinous acts of criminal
nature all the while as orchestrated, frankly, by
that New World Order in take-over mode.
I would interrupt this writing at this point
and when we take up again we will reference
the various entities which are not so limited as
to simply offer “Officials”.]
* * *
Just for a close-out of this writing I would note that
it is now Sunday, May 1st of 2005. This is a major
“holiday” here in the Philippines and, actually, in much
of the world. Here it is called “Labor Day”.
Many events are scheduled today and there is
full alert of all policing departments. However, it
is also noted that many of the policing agencies and
departments are part and parcel of the actions
showing against this Administration. I just want to
note this for historical reference and nothing more.
The President, being terrified for her life and
position has left the Capitol (Manila) region and
gone to Cebu which is a large city to the south and
which has facilities to remove her conveniently
from the country if necessary.
She (Gloria Arroyo) was put into power through
TREASON of the military and police and a duly
and overwhelmingly elected President was simply
deposed through force after an effort at
Impeachment FAILED. It is a frightening time for
this nation and the media is so controlled as to have
so few actually know truth that it boggles the mind.
Knowing TRUTH offers ability to achieve
FREEDOM—but just “knowing” something means
little or nothing.
“Fighting” and “WAR” are puny excuses for
acting without “reason” or “wisdom”. There are
always solutions worthy of GOD, my friends, and
HE offers them every step of the treacherous way.
GCH
dharma
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The New Jerusalem
Part One: Introduction
Author Michael Collins Piper has graciously
given permission to serialize his latest book, The
New Jerusalem: Zionist Power in America. This
book is—as were his previous efforts, Final
Judgment and The High Priests of War—very well
researched and fully footnoted. In an effort to
save space we will not be including the footnotes—
which is a good reason for you to acquire your
own, personal copy.
Copies of this book can be obtained through
Phoenix Source Distributors (800-800-5565).
International orders can also be placed through
The Preferred Network (250-248-5591).
[QUOTING:]
Is America the New Jerusalem? America’s most
controversial author has now come forth with perhaps
his most provocative work yet . . . an un-censored and
fully-documented forthright examination—based on
“mainstream” sources—of the immense power and
influence assembled by the Zionist community in
America today. In 1994 Michael Collins Piper rocked
the world of research into the always news-making
topic of the assassination of President John F.
Kennedy and dared to suggest that the president’s
murder was a direct consequence of JFK’s steadfast
refusal to acquiesce to the State of Israel’s determined
drive to build nuclear weapons of mass destruction. In
his 768-page work, Final Judgment: The Missing
Link in the JFK Assassination Conspiracy, Piper
assembled—in page after remarkable page—a
stunning indictment which laid forth the proposition
that Israel’s intelligence agency, the Mossad, played
a key behind-the-scenes role in the events in Dallas
on November 22, 1963. Thus far, no responsible
source has come forth to refute Piper’s thesis
which does indeed remain the unchallenged “final
judgment” on the assassination of President
Kennedy, the bitterness and hysteria of Piper’s
critics notwithstanding. In 2004, Piper’s book, The
High Priests of War, emerged as the first-ever
full-length work examining the little-known history of
the hard-line pro-Israel neo-conservative network
inside the George W. Bush administration and how
it achieved its influence, making possible the
unprecedented unprovoked U.S. military attack on
a sovereign nation, a war based largely—if
secretly—on the premise that the protection of the
state of Israel and its imperial ambitions was central
to America’s own geopolitical interests.
Now, in The New Jerusalem—Zionist Power
in America, Piper goes where no other modern-day
writer has gone before. Citing facts and figures
and naming names, based upon his careful study of
a wide-ranging array of published material
(exclusively from pro-Zionist sources), Piper
demonstrates, beyond any question, that Zionist
power in America has reached a pinnacle—a titanic
achievement—unlike anything yet seen anywhere in
recorded history. Michael Collins Piper ventures so
far as to ask the critical question: “Is this good for
America and the world?” Although he expresses
his own opinions on this matter, Piper leaves it up
to the reader to make the final judgment.

THE NEW JERUSALEM
ZIONIST POWER IN AMERICA
“The great question which, in all ages, has
disturbed mankind, and brought on them the
greatest part of those mischiefs which have ruined
cities, depopulated countries, and disordered the
peace of the world, has been, not whether there be
power in the world, nor whence it came, but who
should have it.”—JOHN LOCKE, Treatises on
Government, I

On June 7, 1922 the popular London-based satire
magazine, Punch, published this cartoon, entitled “The
Half-Promised Land”. The cartoon commemorates
how one Pinchas Rutenberg, a Russian-born antiCzarist, Jewish revolutionary-turned-Zionist devotee
and business enterpriser, was viewing Palestine—then
still in British hands and not yet transferred, as it
ultimately was, to Jewish control. To Rutenberg,
Palestine very much proved to be a veritable land of
milk and honey, a foundation for what was essentially
Rutenberg’s own “get rich quick” scheme to supply
electricity to Palestine, shown as the “electrical
contracts” in his hand, with his traveling bag in the
other, featuring the tag, “Mr. Rutenberg—Russia to
Palestine”. Rutenberg’s Palestine Electric Corporation
(later the Israel Electric Corporation) emerged as one
of the first corporate success stories in Palestine.
Although Rutenberg and his fellow Zionist dreamers
ultimately achieved a state in Palestine, with the formal
establishment of Israel in 1948, a very real “New
Jerusalem” firmly in the hands of modern-day
“Rutenbergs” has since evolved, and it is no less than
the United States of America.
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ABOUT THE COVER . . .
This is a rendition of Robert Fleaux’s 1851 painting
of the “Assault on the Jewish Quarter of Venice”, the
original of which is in the Augustine Museum in
Toulouse. The painting commemorates a 15th century
uprising by Venetian citizens against Jewish merchants
and money lenders who had come to predominate in
the commercial and public affairs of that Italian city
state.
Similar events took place throughout Europe as
citizens discovered their respective economies—local,
provincial and national—had fallen into the hands of a
select few.
Such uprisings flared in Europe well into the 20th
century. Some speculated that this tragic history
played a major part in directing Jewish attention
toward the American continent where British
geopolitical interests, heavily interconnected with the
global enterprises of the Jewish Rothschild family, had
taken root.

To the Muslim and Christian Survivors (and
Victims) of the Palestinian Holocaust—“The Nakba”.
To Nicholas II, Czar of Russia, The First Martyr
of the 20th Century butchered by Zionist assassins.
To John Fitzgerald Kennedy, publicly executed for
his effort to stop Israel’s mad drive to build nuclear
weapons of mass destruction.
To His Holiness, Pope Pius XII, whose memory
has been ritually soiled by the forces of hate.
To Lawrence Dennis, Charles Coughlin, Paquita
DeShishmareff, Arnold Leese, Henry Ford, Charles
Lindbergh, Ezra Pound—along with many others, they
were crucified for speaking out.
To H. Keith Thompson, DeWest Hooker, and
Francois Genoud, for their broad international approach
to the problem of our time.
To Eustace Mullins, the American intellectual
whose studies introduced me to the intrigues few
would ever write about.
To Ernst Zundel, Hans Schmidt, Fredrick Toben,
Udo Walendy. Just four—among thousands—jailed for
daring to question the official “interpretations” of 20th
century history.
To Paul Christian Wolff, a dear friend, confidant
and advisor, whose insights and humor will never be
matched.
And to all of the future leaders—in the United
States and around the world—who will play a part in
making the necessary adjustments that will bring true
liberty to all peoples on our planet.
—MICHAEL COLLINS PIPER
THE FIRST BIG-NAME BIGOT IN AMERICA:
U.S. CONGRESSMAN LEWIS CHARLES LEVIN,
JEWISH FOUNDER OF THE “KNOW NOTHING” PARTY

In the end—following years of turmoil, wars and
social unrest, much of it traceable to high-level intrigue
involving the Rothschilds and their agents on American
soil—the United States began to take on a markedly
different complexion, with a “new elite” emerging to
reign supreme over a country otherwise much divided
within.
The consequences of that new paradigm—and
how it may impact on the future of not only the United
States but the world—constitute the subject of The
New Jerusalem.
DEDICATION
To Ruth Cramer Waters, the first person ever to
tell me that the Zionists had immense power in
America.
To my lifelong friend, Colonel Dallas Texas
Naylor, An unabashed patriot whose own life was all
too short.
To the more than One Hundred Million Forgotten
Victims of Zionism and Communism worldwide.

The subject of “anti-Semitism” and “bigotry” is
much discussed in the mainstream media and in the
history books in America today. But perhaps the
biggest secret of all is that one of the first and
foremost outspoken bigots in America leading the fight
against immigration into the United States—particularly
Irish Catholic immigration—was a prominent Jewish
American, Lewis Charles Levin.
Although history often tells us that the so-called
“Know Nothing” movement—the Native American
Party—was “led by Protestants” and “aimed at
Catholics and Jews”, the truth is that Levin—a Jew—
was not only one of the party’s founders but also one
of the editors of its national organ and one of the first
Know Nothing members elected to Congress!
In fact, Levin was the first Jew elected to the
U.S. Congress. Yet, Jewish literature today never
mention’s Levin’s preeminent role in the anti-Catholic
agitation of America’s early years.
Levin was born in 1808 in Charleston, South
Carolina, which—as students of the African slave
trade know—was the Jewish population center of the
United States for many years, long before New York
City emerged as such. He later moved north, as an
attorney, to Philadelphia where he published and edited
the Philadelphia Daily Sun. In 1844 he was elected
to Congress from Pennsylvania on the American (or
“Know Nothing”) ticket and held that post for three
terms until he was defeated for re-election in 1850.
Levin died ten years later, on March 14, 1860.
The fact that Levin was one of the pioneering antiCatholic agitators on American soil is very interesting,
to say the least, particularly because, as we’ve noted,
the history books have been careful to “edit” the
historical record as far as Levin’s role in the Know
Nothing movement is concerned. And that, of course,
raises the question: “Why?”
In the pages of The New Jerusalem we will
effectively explain why Levin’s career has been
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consigned to the Orwellian “Memory Hole” and why,
instead, we always hear how both “the Protestants”
and “the Catholics” have been so hostile to “the poor
Jewish immigrants who were fleeing persecution”.
Levin’s story is very revealing indeed . . .
PREFACE: ISRAEL OR AMERICA?
In 1988 Professor Shalom Goldman, an associate
professor of Hebrew and Middle Eastern Studies at
Emory University, made the interesting discovery that
a little-known ancestor of the American presidents
Bush was no less than Professor George Bush, who—
in 1830—wrote The Life of Mohammed, which just
happened to be the first anti-Muslim hate screed ever
published on American soil.
Writing in his own 2004 book, God’s Sacred
Tongue: Hebrew and the American Imagination
(The University of North Carolina Press), Professor
Goldman, writing of Bush, who lived from 1796 to
1859, says that Bush’s life and work is important in
tracing the roots of “Christian Zionism” in America.
Bush was quite well known and prolific in his day and
a fervent advocate of a return by the Jews to the Holy
Land, and his statements in that regard, says Goldman,
“had considerable influence”.
Ironically, despite his advocacy of Zionism, Bush
was not a philo-Semite, but, instead, was actually quite
hostile to the Jewish people, just as he was toward the
Muslims. He viewed the Jewish philosophy as a threat
to Christianity and the West and felt the establishment
of a Jewish state might only be possible if appeals
were made to what Bush called the “worldly and
selfish principles of the Jewish mind”.
Of course, today, there is a Jewish state known as
Israel, and Bush’s descendants have proven to be
worthy advocates for that nation, both Presidents Bush
having launched devastating wars on its behalf. And
the second President Bush, at least, seems to share his
distant ancestor’s peculiar love-hate for the Jews by
virtue of his own chosen brand of Christian
dispensationalism, which places Israel at its center, yet
still looks forward to those so-called “Last Days” when
(so the teaching goes) only a remnant of the Jews will
survive and become followers of Christ.
However, the Professor Bush of old was not the
only philosopher contemplating the return of the Jews
to Zion. There were others who actually saw the
United States of America as The New Jerusalem—at
least temporarily—and viewed American soil as a
gathering place for the Jews to prepare for their
eventual return to Palestine, which was said to be the
land of their forebears. And while today there are—
unknown to many people—many notable
anthropologists and archeologists, as well as both
Jewish and Christian academics and scholars of Higher
Criticism, among others, who have serious doubts about
the Jewish people’s so-called “historic” right to
Palestine, the legend of a return to the Holy Land held
great sway in America’s early days, and even unto
today.
(For those who dare to look into this controversy
surrounding the myth of a Jewish historical claim to
Palestine, a good starting point is Professor Thomas
L. Thompson’s 1999 work, The Mythic Past: Biblical
Archeology and the Myth of Israel (Basic Books).
Also Jewish author Daniel Lazare’s “False
Testament,” in the March 2002 issue of Harper’s, and
that article can be accessed on the Internet at
findarticles.com.)
Nonetheless, as we move fast forward into the 21st
century—long after Professor Bush went to his
reward—we find that although the State of Israel very
much exists—just barely, and torn apart by major
divisions within—the position of the Zionist community
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on American soil is unrivaled by any other ethnic
grouping, even including the old-line so-called “WASP”
families of great power and renown.
Although American Zionists insist that the United
States continue to prop up the State of Israel with
billions of dollars in welfare, not to mention military aid
and other forms of support, these same Zionists do not
seem so intent upon taking up residence there. No
indeed, they are rather happy here in America and
enjoying it immensely.
As we shall see, the Zionist elite in America have
achieved much and while many people know that the
so-called “Israeli lobby” is powerful in Washington,
most people don’t quite understand precisely why that
lobby is so powerful. The reason is quite simple:
despite all the hoopla and all the rhetoric about “little
Israel” and its sacred place in the hearts of the Jewish
people, the fact is that the United States has become
the center of Zionist power in the world today.
Those Who Reign Supreme, by sheer force of
financial clout, coupled with a stranglehold on the
Media Monopoly, have established the United States as
the mechanism for setting in place a world empire, the
long-dreamed-of New World Order.
In the bigger picture, the state of Israel is nothing
more than a symbol of an age-old dream that, in
reality, has been achieved right here in America—The
New Jerusalem.
—MICHAEL COLLINS PIPER
INTRODUCTION:
SEMITES & ANTI-SEMITES—
THE CONFLICT OF THE AGES
Despite the fact that most of the substantive
material within this volume is taken from books by
Jewish authors citing—perhaps actually bragging
about—Jewish wealth and Jewish power, the AntiDefamation League (ADL) of B’nai B’rith will
undoubtedly defame this volume as a work of “antiSemitism” if indeed they even dare mention it at all.
Right up front, let it be noted that we are not here
to say that Jewish people in America do not deserve
the massive and unprecedented wealth and the
consequential power that they have accumulated (and
which is documented in this volume).
The fact of considerable Jewish wealth and power
is not the issue.
What is at issue is how the Jewish community has
exercised its wealth and power—in league with a
hardcore group of fundamentalist Christian allies—
particularly in the arena of influencing U.S. policy
toward Israel and the Arab world.
The truth is that two of the great tragedies of our
new century—the 9-11 terrorist outrage resulting in the
deaths of 3,000 Americans and the unnecessary and
disastrous American invasion of Iraq that has resulted
in countless lives being lost and ten times that many
being butchered and maimed—are both a direct
consequence of U.S. policy in the Middle East, a policy
that has been dictated by the “Jewish lobby” in
Washington and actively encouraged by the American
media monopoly that is, for all intents and purposes,
largely owned by a handful of families and financial
interests who are Jewish supporters of Israel.
How many more such tragedies will occur because
American Jews have accumulated so much power and
have used it to bend American policy in such a
parochial fashion, forcing America’s elected and
appointed officials to carry out policies that, more
often than not, are contrary to America’s interests?
How many more innocent people have to die? How
much longer will an influential special interest group
continue to dominate U.S. foreign policy?
These very serious questions standing alone

demonstrate why a study of precisely what wealth and
power has been captured by the Jewish elite in
America is fully within the realm of thoroughly
acceptable and logical public discussion, despite what
the well-funded and often hysterical demonizers at the
ADL might say to the contrary.
To be sure, it is not only in foreign policy that
Jewish influence makes its presence felt. The
influence of Jewish organizations in shaping modernday (and most disastrous) U.S. immigration policy was
paramount.
Likewise with Jewish influence in issues such as
separation of church and state and the institution of
“thought control” measures that infringe on First
Amendment freedoms. The range of issues is endless.
However, of course, those who raise questions
about Jewish influence are hit with the always
damaging charge of “anti-Semitism”.
And—at least in the past—those who have been
tarred with that ugly label have faced the most
egregious forms of public censure and opprobrium, not
to mention economic sanctions and, on more than one
occasion, acts of terrorism, the last of which is of no
surprise considering the fact that modern-day terrorism
has its origins in the activities of the so-called Jewish
“defense” organizations that drove the British out of
Palestine prior to the establishment of Israel in 1948.
In recent years, however, if groups such as the
ADL are to be believed, anti-Semitism is growing by
leaps and bounds. In the past several years, dozens
of books and thousands of magazine articles have
raised the specter of a “new anti-Semitism”.
And even the esteemed Webster’s Dictionary has
now broadened the definition of anti-Semitism to
include “opposition to Zionism” and “sympathy for the
opponents of Israel”—two categories that would
probably include literally billions of people all across the
face of the planet.
In that regard it is perhaps no wonder that some
years ago, even before the purported “outbreak” of
the “new anti-Semitism”, the most popular song in
Israel was “The Whole World Is Against Us”,
reflecting a mindset that is most revealing, to say the
very least.
The fact is that the “anti-Semitic” bugaboo that the
ADL has profited from so immensely has become so
tired and worn that it now seems—if the ADL is to
be believed—that virtually everybody is an anti-Semite
(or at least potentially one)!
History shows that a wide-ranging array of
individuals have been accused by the ADL—or by
like-minded “hater hunters” such as the Simon
Wiesenthal Center—of either being “anti-Semitic”
and/or insufficiently supportive of the demands of
the Jewish people and, in more modern times, of
the state of Israel. And we’re not talking about
Adolf Hitler here! Instead, the list of those
standing accused of “anti-Semitism” is impressive
indeed, virtually a catalogue of some of the most
respected personages of their respective eras.
While the list is by no means complete, it is
representative.
First of all, there is an extensive list of former
public officials of recent years—liberal and
conservative and Republican and Democratic
alike—who have been dubbed as “anti-Semites”
outright, accused of making “anti-Semitic” remarks,
or charged with hostility to “tiny Israel”. Those
accused include such eminent names as: President
Richard Nixon; President John F. Kennedy;
President Jimmy Carter; President George H. W.
Bush; President Gerald Ford; President Harry S
Truman; Sen. Robert F. Kennedy (D-N.Y.); Sen.
J. William Fulbright (D-Ark.); Sen. Charles Percy
(R-Ill.); Sen. Jim Abourezk (D-S.D.); Sen. Adlai
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Stevenson (D-Ill.); Sen. Ernest F. Hollings (D-S.C.);
Rep. Paul Findley (R-Ill.); Rep. Pete McCloskey
(R-Calif.); Rep. Ed Zshau (R-Calif.); Rep. Mary
Rose Oakar (D-Ohio); Rep. Mervin Dymally (DCalif.); Rep. Gus Savage (D-Ill.); Rep. John R.
Rarick (D-La.); Rep. Steve Stockman (R-Texas);
Rep. Jim Traficant (D-Ohio); Rep. Earl Hilliard (DAla.); UN Ambassador Bill Scranton; UN
Ambassador Andrew Young; Governor John B.
Connally (D-Texas); Defense Secretary James
Forrestall; Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger;
Secretary of State James Baker.
At least three current members of Congress (as
of the 2004 elections) have been hit with the smear
of “anti-Semitism” at one time or another: Rep.
Fortney “Pete” Stark (D-Calif.); Rep. Cynthia
McKinney (D-Ga.); Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton
(D-N.Y.).
Yes, even Hillary! And do recall that in the
2004 presidential campaign, no less than former
Vermont Gov. Howard Dean—whose own wife is
Jewish—was suspected of being less than loyal to
the interests of Israel.
As a consequence, Dean saw his hard-driving
presidential campaign sabotaged in the Iowa
caucuses by—according to the Jewish newspaper
Forward—a substantial turnout of Jewish voters in
favor of Sen. John Kerry (D-Mass.) whose own
campaign had, until then, been faltering.
The Jewish elite simply could not accept the
idea that a maverick politician such as Dean—who
opposed the Iraq war that the major American
Jewish organizations (and Israel) supported—could
be within striking distance of winning the
Democratic presidential nomination. Thus, the
switch to Kerry who—as we now know—just
happens to be of Jewish extraction himself.
In the past—aside from the politicians—there
have been some rather well-known American
military figures accused of being “anti-Semitic” or
somehow hostile to the state of Israel. They
include such notables as: Gen. George Patton
(Famed U.S. Army Commander in World War II);
Gen. George C. Marshall (U.S. Army Chief of Staff
during World War II); Gen. George Stratemeyer
(Commanding General of Air Forces in WWII);
Gen. Albert Wedemeyer (U.S. Army Chief of
Plans & Operations); Gen. George V. Strong (Chief
of U.S. Army Intelligence – 1942-44); Maj. Gen.
George Moseley (Commander of the Third Army –
1936-38); Lt. Gen. Sherman Miles (Commander I
Corps Area – 1942-45); Gen. George Brown
(Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff – 1974-78); Adm.
Thomas Moorer (Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff –
1970-74); Gen. Pedro Del Valle (U.S. Marine
commander at Okinawa in WWII).
In recent years, several well-known
entertainers, literary figures, commentators and
others—including at least one Jewish rabbi and one
Jewish newsman—have also been charged with
“anti-Semitism”, or being hostile to Israel, in one
form or another. They include: Mel Gibson;
Marlon Brando; Michael Jackson; Steve Carlton;
Gore Vidal; Robert Mitchum; Mark Lane; Alfred
Lilienthal; Rabbi Elmer Berger; Dr. Billy Graham;
Mike Wallace (“Sixty Minutes”); Peter Jennings
(“ABC News”).
Several Black leaders have also been accused
(or suspected) of being “anti-Semitic”. They
include: Rev. Martin Luther King; Rev. Jesse
Jackson; Minister Louis Farrakhan; Malcolm X.
And note that on April 28, 1993 the San
Francisco Weekly reported that a former ADL
official, Henry Schwarzschild, had revealed that
King was one of those under regular surveillance by
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the ADL, which then turned the fruits of its labor
over to the FBI.
In fact, while the FBI was engaged in spying
on Rev. King, the ADL was doing likewise,
considering King a “loose cannon”, according to
Schwarzschild. So not even an esteemed AfricanAmerican civil rights leader was immune from the
suspicions of the ADL!
The truth is that anyone—repeat anyone—who
has any substantial point of view on any subject and
chooses to express it in a public forum is considered
subject to surveillance by the ADL, acting as the
unofficial “thought police” for the Zionist elite in
America.
To even begin listing the array of current nonAmerican world leaders who have been charged
with anti-Semitism (in the Webster definition of the
word) would belabor the point, although Malaysia’s
world-renowned former Prime Minister Dr.
Mahathir Muhammed is probably among the best
known of those who have been hit with this smear.
And he is just one of those respected names
recently subjected to the charge. The roll call of
notable figures of the past accused of “antiSemitism” is worth citing. The list includes such
writers, philosophers, artists, com-posers and
inventors as: Walt Disney; Thomas Edison; Charles
A. Lindbergh; Henry Ford; H. L. Mencken;
Theodore Dreiser; Nathaniel Hawthorne; Ernest
Hemingway; Lord Byron; Thomas Carlyle; Henry
James; Henry Adams; T. S. Eliot; George Eliot;
Washington Irving; Truman Capote; Carl Jung; F.
Scott Fitzgerald; Jack Kerouc; Percy Shelley;
Rudyard Kipling; H. G. Wells; D. H. Lawrence;
Franz Liszt; James Russell Lowell; Somerset
Maugham; Henry Miller; Eugene O’Neill; C.
Northcote Parkinson; Sir Walter Scott; Ezra Pound;
George Sand; George Bernard Shaw; Johannes
Brahms; Richard Wagner; William Faulkner;
Robert Louis Stevenson; George Orwell.
Oh, the list goes on and on . . .
And so the next time you hear someone
charged with being “antiSemitic” (or something
along those lines), the person being so accused is
actually in some fairly distinguished company. It’s
not just those crazy “neo-Nazis” in funny uniforms
who are accused of being less than friendly to the
Zionists. They even said it about Walt Disney!
And as we’ve seen already, the Jewish elite in
America don’t have much to brag about when it
comes to bigotry, as demonstrated by the littleknown story of America’s first Jewish
congressman, Lewis Levin, whom we met in the
opening pages of this volume. In his fight to keep
Irish Catholics out of the United States, it was
Levin who truly pioneered very real bigotry in
America.
The next time your Jewish neighbor starts
bellyaching about “anti Semitism”, you might
mention Levin.
You see, it’s not only “the poor persecuted
Jews” who’ve suffered, although sometimes one
might think otherwise, based on what we hear in
the media which often proclaims Jewish suffering
“unique”. In fact, the Jewish elite have helped
make others suffer. Their exercise of power and
influence has not always been for the best.
In any case, all of that having been said, let’s
take a look at some cold, hard facts about Those
Who Reign Supreme in America today. As we’ll
see, beyond question, “the poor persecuted Jews”
have actually done pretty well in America and that’s
why it is no stretch of the imagination to call
America . . . The New Jerusalem.
[END PART ONE]
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World News Insights
It is becoming very obvious that the number of
casualties in Iraq far exceeds the official figures. As
the next two articles document, the actual toll could
well be two to four times as high as has been
reported to the American public.
[QUOTING, emphasis added:]
NUMBER OF IRAQ CASUALTIES IS DOUBLE OFFICIAL
FIGURES, SAYS PUERTO RICAN GOVERNMENT
By Jesus Davila, El Diario, July, 2005
Official U.S. government reports on soldiers under
U.S. command killed in Iraq are so fragmented that they
account for less than half of the total number, according
to information uncovered as part of an inquiry by the
Government of Puerto Rico regarding the total number
of Puerto Rican war casualties.
This analysis was confirmed by El Diario/La
Prensa’s review of multiple documents, including official
reports issued by the U.S. Department of Defense, the
Iraqi Ministry of the Interior and more than 230
battlefront reports, which reveal that more than 4,076
troops under U.S. command have been killed in 799
days of battle.
...Calculations are even more difficult when it comes
to the wounded, which U.S. authorities number at more
than 12,600, and medical discharges—those maimed or
suffering from physical and mental injuries—about whom
only partial reports can be obtained. In this category,
large discrepancies in counts have been publicized by
news outlets such as the national German Press Agency
(DPA), which ran a story reporting on U.S. Army
documents putting the number of U.S. soldiers with
war-related mental ailments at 100,000....
[END QUOTING]
Thanks to the efforts of Brian Harring, we may
soon have a much better idea of the actual toll.
[QUOTING, emphasis added:]
NEARLY 9,000 U.S. TROOPS DEAD?
By Brian Harring, TBR News, 7/1/05
...U.S. Military Personnel who died in German
hospitals or en route to German hospitals have not
previously been counted. They total about 6,210 as of
1 January, 2005.
...We have received copies of manifests from the
MATS that show far more bodies shipped into Dover
AFP than are reported officially. The educated rumor
is that the actual death toll is in excess of 7,000.
...In addition to the evident falsification of the death rolls,
at least 5,500 American military personnel have deserted,
most in Ireland but more have escaped to Canada and
other European countries, none of whom are inclined to
cooperate with vengeful American authorities. (See TBR
News of 18 February for full coverage on the mass
desertions.)
This means that of the 158,000 U.S. military shipped
to Iraq, 26,000 either deserted, were killed or seriously
wounded. The DoD lists currently being very
quietly circulated indicate almost 9,000 dead, over
16,000 seriously wounded (The latest on the
wounded: “Landstuhl Regional Medical Center in
Germany, is a 150-bed hospital that’s already seen over
24,000 wounded military patients from Iraq and
Afghanistan since the commencement of hostilities.”—
Knight Ridder Newspapers, June 6, 2005) and a large
number of suicides, forced hospitalization for ongoing drug
usage and sales, murder of Iraqi civilians and fellow
soldiers, rapes, courts martial and so on.

I have a copy of the official DoD casualty list. I am
alphabetizing it with the reported date of death following.
TBR will post this list in sections and when this is
circulated widely by veteran groups and other concerned
sites, if people who do not see their loved ones’ names,
[they] are requested to inform their Congressman, their
local paper, us and other concerned people as soon as
possible.
...As of June 16, TBR has received 32 new, unlisted
names. This is a fully alphabetized list of the official
number of American dead in Iraq from the beginning of
the Iraqi war through June 6, 2005.
…There are many more deaths that have not
appeared on the official lists because the DoD has taken
the tricky tack of loading dying and probable fatalities
onto aircraft and flying them out of Iraq to bases and
hospitals outside of that country. So, if a GI is dying or
has every expectation of dying, he or she is loaded on an
aircraft and their subsequent deaths are not publicly
reported as “Combat Deaths”. Of course the families or
survivors are certainly notified of the death but the public
is not....
[END QUOTING]
The next article documents Israeli hypocrisy and
chutzpah.
[QUOTING:]
ISRAEL WON’T EXTRADITE
JEW ACCUSED OF WWII GENOCIDE
Associated Press, 7/7/05
Israel has refused for a second time to extradite
to Poland a Jewish man accused of crimes against
German prisoners just after the end of World War II,
prosecutors said Wednesday.
Polish prosecutors received the refusal in a letter
from the Israeli Justice Ministry saying “there was no
basis whatsoever to extradite” Solomon Morel, an 86year-old Holocaust survivor, prosecutor Ewa Koj told
The Associated Press.
Morel commanded a communist-run camp for
German prisoners in southern Poland in 1945 after Soviet
troops had occupied the country. Polish authorities
accuse him of genocide by seeking to exterminate
German prisoners by starving them to death, depriving
them of medical care as well as carrying out torture and
sanctioning torture by his subordinates.
Polish prosecutors charge that Morel is responsible
for the deaths of at least 1,500 prisoners in the
Swietochlowice camp.
...Koj quoted the letter as saying: “In light of the
facts, there appears to be no basis to charge Mr.
Morel with serious crimes let alone crimes of
‘genocide’ or ‘crimes against the Polish nation’. If
anything, it would seem to us that Mr. Morel and his
family were clearly victims of crimes of genocide
committed by the Nazis and the Polish collaborators.”
Koj criticized Israel’s decision, saying: “How can
a statute of limitations run out on crimes against
humanity?”
“There should be one measure for judging war
criminals, irrespective whether they are German,
Israeli, or any other nationality,” she added.
...Morel left Poland for Israel in 1994, after
accusations against him surfaced.
[END QUOTING]
Recent climatic changes are at the root of
serious food shortages developing around the
world.
[QUOTING:]
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ONE IN SIX COUNTRIES FACING FOOD SHORTAGE
J. Vidal and T. Radford, The Guardian—UK, 6/30/05
One in six countries in the world face food shortages
this year because of severe droughts that could become
semi-permanent under climate change, UN scientists
warned yesterday.
In a stark message for world leaders who meet in
Gleneagles next week to discuss global warming, Wulf
Killman, chairman of the UN food and agriculture
organisation’s climate change group, said the droughts
that have devastated crops across Africa, central
America and south-east Asia in the past year are part of
an emerging pattern.
“Africa is our greatest worry,” he said. “Many
countries are already in difficulties ... and we see a
pattern emerging. Southern Africa is definitely
becoming drier and everyone agrees that the climate
there is changing. We would expect areas which are
already prone to drought to become drier with climate
change.”
The food and agriculture organisation and the U.S.
government, both of which monitor global food
shortages, agree that 34 countries are now
experiencing droughts and food shortages and others
could join them. Up to 30 million people will need
assistance because of the droughts and other natural
disasters such as the Asian tsunami.
The worst affected countries include Ethiopia,
Zimbabwe, Malawi, Eritrea and Zambia, a group of
countries where at least 15 million people will go hungry
without aid. The situation in Niger, Djibouti and Sudan
is reported to be deteriorating rapidly. Many countries
have had their worst harvests in more than 10 years and
are experiencing their third or fourth severe drought in
a few years, the UN said.
...Severe droughts have also badly affected crops in
Cuba, Cambodia, Australia, Afghanistan, Vietnam,
Morocco, Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua.
According to the UN’s famine early warning system, 16
countries, including Peru, Ecuador and Lesotho, face
“unfavourable prospects” with current crops....
[END QUOTING]
Russia and China’s relationship continues to grow
ever stronger—and more unified in its opposition to U.S.
hegemony.
[QUOTING, emphasis added:]
RUSSIAN-CHINESE POLITICAL TRUST
ENTERS NEW LEVEL
RIA Novosti, 7/3/05
MOSCOW—The Russian-Chinese political trust has
entered a new level, says a joint statement issued in
Moscow on July 2 following the meeting of Russian and
Chinese Presidents Vladimir Putin and Hu Jintao.
...Putin and Hu said that bilateral strategic
partnership had entered a new development level and
were a priority of Russian and Chinese foreign policy.
In 2004, the bilateral trade reached a new record of
$21.23 billion. High rates of the trade growth (over
20%) have been preserved in 2005. “The sides will
continue efforts to increase the bilateral trade to $60-80
billion by 2010,” the presidents said.
...The sides reaffirmed support for counterterrorism and condemned linking terrorism with
certain countries, nations and religions, as well as
double standards in the fight against this evil.
Russia and China spoke in favor of working out
an overall anti-terrorist strategy under the
coordinating role of the UN and UN Security Council
in compliance with the UN Charter and international
law.
The sides support UN reform which is set to
promote multilateral approaches, raise the UN authority,
effectiveness and ability to counter new threats and
challenges....
[END QUOTING]

In another article, RIA Novosti reported on July 1,
2005 (“Putin, Jintao Sign Declaration on World Order
in 21st Century”) additional contents of the joint
declaration, including this statement: “The international
community should also abandon confrontational and
blocking strategies, an aspiration for monopoly and
domination in international affairs, and give up attempts
to divide countries into the leaders and the led.”
“Double standards,” the declaration stated, “are
unacceptable.”
Meanwhile, the Russia-China-India-Brazil alliance
appears poised to strengthen further in the years ahead
due to technological innovations.
[QUOTING, emphasis added:]
RUSSIA, INDIA, BRAZIL, CHINA TO COMPETE
WITH WESTERN NATIONS IN HI-TECH
RIA Novosti, 6/30/05
MOSCOW—Russia, India, Brazil, and China will be
able to compete with industrialized nations in five years
with developing innovations, Ernst & Young Global
experts say.
The intellectual level of specialists in these countries
is the key factor in attracting investors to Western
Europe, but the market in Central and Eastern European
countries has transformed from cheap homemade
products to a market with vast potential, according to
James S. Turley, Managing Partner of Ernst & Young.
Turley said the same was happening in China,
Russia, India, and Brazil, which will evolve into
countries with growing innovation trends and will
therefore be able to compete with industrialized nations.
According to Ernst & Young research, Europe is
still an attractive zone for investment and can compete
with the United States and China.
China is a new leader in this area, with its
impressive growth and the potential of its domestic
market being attractive for a series of foreign investors,
the company said.
In terms of foreign investment, China as a
country ranks first, and third as a geographic region.
Within twelve months, China’s rating grew from 37%
to 52%, placing it ahead of the United States and Canada
(45%)....
[END QUOTING]
It is hard to overstate the importance of the next
article. Central banks are part of the IBC’s control
structure and are generally NOT under the control of
their respective governments, so Mr. Chavez’s actions
are “interesting” to say the least.
[QUOTING:]
VENEZUELA POISED TO SEIZE BANK’S RESERVES
By Andy Webb-Vidal, Financial Times, 7/7/05
Venezuela’s central bank is bracing itself for a
hostile takeover bid by an unlikely suitor: the government
of President Hugo Chávez.
Legislators loyal to Mr Chávez are close to
approving a law that will allow the government to
withdraw and spend at least $5bn (•4.2bn, £2.9bn) of
the bank’s international reserves, which currently stand
at $29bn.
...The central bank, says Mr Chávez, should
belong to “the people”, and it must come under full
control of his radical nationalistic “Bolivarian revolution”.
...The central bank could challenge the
constitutionality of the law in Venezuela’s supreme court.
But analysts see the court as controlled by the
government....
[END QUOTING]
The potential for major geophysical changes
continues to grow and the following article documents
some of the less obvious indications of the building
pressures. Pardon the pun but we are really getting into
some seriously hot water.
[QUOTING:]
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MASSIVE RAISING OF ATLANTIC OCEAN BED TRIGGERS
CURRENT CHANGES AS NORTH AMERICAN PLATE
PRESSURES BUILD TO ‘UNPRECEDENTED LEVELS’
By Sorcha Faal, <WhatDoesItMean.com>, 7/5/05
Reports being circulated by Russian Scientists today
are suggesting that a massive ‘anomalous’ event is
occurring in the Mid-Atlantic Ocean Region suggesting an
‘extreme alteration’ of the Atlantic Ocean Bed itself, or as
some Scientists are suggesting, that a new Atlantic Ocean
Island is about to form.
Of the main effects being felt by the raising of the
Atlantic Ocean Bed are the alterations to its current flows,
and as we can read as exampled by the British Telegraph
News Service in their article titled “Surfers search for
wave that went missing” and which says, “A famous
European surfing beach has mysteriously lost its waves, to
the consternation of locals and dismay of surfers, who fear
that a ‘wonder of the world’ has vanished forever.
Surfers flock in their thousands to Mundaka, on Spain’s
north Atlantic coast, to master its enormous tube-like
roller—a giant often reaching more than 20 feet. Now
anyone arriving to catch the “Basque wave” will find
themselves riding no more than a ripple. The Basque
government has dispatched scientists and academics to find
a solution.”
On the American side of the Atlantic Ocean we can
also see the effects of these massive current changes in
the reporting of the first deaths in history due to riptides
in their New England Region, and as we can read as
reported by the Boston Globe News Service in their article
titled “Riptide claims two lives at beach” and which says;
“Two Massachusetts men drowned and a 10-year-old
boy was taken to the hospital yesterday evening after a
riptide pulled swimmers out to sea at Hampton Beach,
according to hospital and emergency officials. Authorities
said as many as 12 people were swept out about 6 p.m.
The Hampton Fire Department responded with a 34-foot
boat and the Coast Guard dispatched two 25-foot boats
and a helicopter. ‘We’ve never had beach conditions like
that before,’ said lifeguard captain James DeLuca. ‘They
were swimming in a bad area after the lifeguards went off
duty.’ Authorities said they couldn’t remember another case
of a riptide drowning at the beach.”
The alterations of these Atlantic Ocean currents are
also responsible for the devastation wrecked upon the New
England Regions fishing industries due to their recent Red
Tide disaster, and as we can read as reported by the
Associated Press News Service in their article titled
“Romney declares red tide a disaster for Massachusetts”
and which says;
“Gov. Mitt Romney on Thursday declared a state of
emergency because of the red tide bloom off the coast of
Massachusetts, allowing the state to seek federal disaster
aid for the shellfish industry. ‘I have declared a state of
emergency, and am seeking disaster relief,’ he said. Red
tide is the result of algae that contaminate shellfish and can
be dangerous to humans who eat the shellfish. The heavy
bloom this year was pushed by unusually strong north and
northeast winds into Massachusetts Bay, where it thrived
in warmer waters. The growth around Cape Cod and
forced its way through the Cape Cod Canal for the first
time. The bloom has closed down about two thirds of
Massachusetts shell fishing flats, and is expected to persist
through what is traditionally the peak shell fishing season
leading to the July 4th holiday.”
...Not just to these changing Ocean Currents but also
to the continuing massively building pressure being built up
upon the North American Plate are Russian Scientists
concerned about, even to the point where the internal
stresses of this tectonic plate are building up such
pressures that the Great Lakes of the United States are now
heating up, and as we can read as reported by the
American All Headline News Service in their article titled
“Great Lakes Reach Mysterious Temperature High” and
which says;
“Water temperatures in the lower Great Lakes are at
a 5-year high, mysteriously measuring now where they
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were in mid-August of last year. Rochelle Sturtevant, a
systems ecologist with the Great Lakes Sea Grant
Network says researchers might not make sense of
current temperature data for months or even years...”
But not to anything ‘mysterious’ is the heating of these
Great Lakes as it has long been known that the heating of
such large bodies of waters are but precursors to much larger
geological events, and as exampled by the current events
occurring in Japan, and as we can read as reported by the
British Register News Service in their article titled “Volcano
erupts underwater, boils ocean” and which says;
“A volcano has erupted underwater near the Pacific
island of Iwo Jima off the coast of Japan, sending a
column of steam rising a kilometre into the air. The
Japanese Coast Guard sent a plane to investigate, according
to reports, after Defence officials reported that the surface
of the water appeared red in the region of the steam
column. Larger eruptions in the area have been recorded
three times in the last 100 years, each eruption large
enough to form a new, but quite small, island, according
to a paper from the American Geophysical Union.”
Of the warnings being issued to the Americans about
the imminent dangers they are facing we can see little of
on a National Level, but to a smaller extent the warnings
of both Russian and American Scientists are being
sounded, and as we can see exampled by the St. Louis
Post Dispatch News Service in their article titled “Bracing
for the Big One” and which says;
“Two-thirds of the way between St. Louis and

Memphis, between the towns of Tiptonville, Tenn., and
New Madrid, Mo., the Mississippi River makes an
outrageous loop northward, like it’s avoiding something.
The river’s levees dead-end at a bulge in the landscape.
For decades, geologists have studied this gentle swell in the
cornfields. They have a name for it: the Reelfoot fault.
“In the winter of 1811-12, this is where two blocks in
the earth wrenched apart so savagely—the western block up,
the eastern block down—that the Mississippi River pooled
backward into the sunken block. The river, cutting and silting
away, has done its best to hide the scar. ‘The fact that it’s
there at all means it has been deforming and growing faster
than the Mississippi River has been eroding it,’ said Arch
Johnston, director of the Center for Earthquake Research and
Information at the University of Memphis.
“Research published June 23 in the journal Nature
shows that the fault is coiling up like a spring again—at a
rate comparable to the San Andreas fault in California.
Geologists know that huge New Madrid earthquakes
happened in the past. Now, for the first time, they can
say the Reelfoot fault is building up a pressure that could
make it buckle again.”
But perhaps most ominous of all of these events has
been the American Scientists recent confirming Russian
research that details the effects of weather upon fault zones
like New Madrid, and as we can read as reported by the
New Scientist News Service in their report titled “Earth
trembles as big winds move in” and which says;
“HURRICANES can trigger swarms of weak
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earthquakes and even set the Earth vibrating, according to
the first study of such effects. When Hurricane Charley
slammed into Florida in August 2004, physicist Randall
Peters of Mercer University in Macon, Georgia, had a
seismometer ready to monitor any vibrations in the Earth’s
crust. He did so for over 36 hours as Charley travelled
briefly over Florida, then slid back out into the Atlantic.
“As the hurricane reached land, the seismometer
recorded a series of ‘micro-tremors’ from the Earth’s
crust. This happened again as the storm moved back out
to sea. Then, as Charley grazed the continental shelf on
its way out, it caused a sharp seismic spike. ‘I suspect
the storm triggered a subterranean landslide,’ says Peters.
“More surprisingly, the storm also caused the Earth to
vibrate. The planet’s surface in the vicinity of the hurricane
started moving up and down at several frequencies ranging
from 0.9 to 3 millihertz. Such low-frequency vibrations have
been detected following large earthquakes, but this is the first
time a storm has been found to be the cause.”
Today as more massive low pressure systems are
being formed in both the Atlantic Ocean and Gulf of
Mexico Region, and as the Sun itself is ready to unleash
more massive flares upon the earth’s already chaotic
weather systems, Russian Scientists report that the
greatest danger continues to lie within the very heart of the
Americas itself. To the peoples of the Americas however
these warnings go unheeded, as if every tomorrow will be
like their yesterdays.
[END QUOTING]

Public Notice
In meeting the requirements for sufficient public notice, this is the third of three publications of this notice.
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Corporate Citizenship
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Budget’s “Tip of the Week” #10:
Benefits for Foreign Nationals
As a foreign national citizen, when you set up a Nevada corporation you are establishing an entity resident
in the United States, with all of the benefits that accrue to that status. And no, you do not ever have to
set foot in the country to do this. You can even set up a virtual office presence, with a telephone answered
in the name of the corporation to present a different face to the new global community!
A Nevada corporation can provide services for a business in a foreign jurisdiction and receive its income
in Nevada, where is taxed at the federl rate of just 15% on the first $50,000 of net income. In some cases,
that advantage alone is sufficient reason to take this step IMMEDIATELY. In the long run, however, you
will find that Nevada’s “haven” status will serve you in many other ways as well.
Coming to America
The United States Immigration Service has in recent years relaxed requirements for many high-tech
workers, in recognition of the global demand for skilled workers in this field. H1-B visa status—which
applies to entertainers, athletes and those who otherwise possess unique skills—is easier to obtain now than
at any time in the past. Wouldn’t it be nice if an American company needed you badly enough that it would
help you to qualify for an H1-B visa? You just might have a LOT to offer this country!
H1-B visa quotas are often filled quickly but there is another type of visa that might be of interest to
any foreign national working in a management capacity. An executive or manager of a foreign corporation
affiliated with a U.S. corporation can qualify for an L visa, if the following requirements are fulfilled:
1. The foreign corporation must be affiliated with the American (Nevada) corporation and should have
assets in excess of $500,000.
2. Document that you are in fact an executive or manager of a foreign corporation affiliated with the
U.S. corporation.
2. Document that the U.S. corporate affiliate is in need of someone with your skills and abilities. (An
advertisement demanding a special combination of skills and abilities that just happen to match your own
will help a lot.)
3. Document your skills and abilities relative to the U.S. corporation’s needs.
In addition to the L-type visa, foreign nationals may be able to avail themselves of E-type visas,
which typically involve investment in U.S. businesses. We suggest you consult with an immigration
attorney.
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“Fighting” and “WAR” are puny excuses
for acting without “reason” or “wisdom”.
There are always solutions worthy of GOD, my
friends, and HE offers them every step of the
treacherous way.
—GCH, 5/28/05

